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Abstract
The Standard Model predictions for the hadronic and leptonic electric dipole moments
(EDMs) are well far from the present experimental resolutions, thus, the EDMs represent
very clean probes of New Physics effects. Especially, within supersymmetric frameworks
with flavor-violating soft terms large and potentially visible effects to the EDMs are
typically expected. In this work, we systematically evaluate the predictions for the EDMs
at the beyond-leading-order (BLO). In fact, we show that BLO contributions to the
EDMs dominate over the leading-order (LO) effects in large regions of the supersymmetric
parameter space. Hence, their inclusion in the evaluation of the EDMs is unavoidable.
As an example, we show the relevance of BLO effects to the EDMs for a SUSY SU(5)
model with right-handed neutrinos.
1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles has successfully passed all the elec-
troweak tests at the LEP and also all the low-energy flavor physics tests. On the other
hand, there is a general agreement that the SM has to be considered as an effective field
theory, valid up to some unknown scale of New Physics (NP). A natural solution of the
hierarchy problem would point towards a scale of new physics close to the TeV, an energy
scale that will be explored by the LHC.
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Besides the direct NP search at the colliders (the so-called high-energy frontier), a com-
plementary tool to shed light on NP is provided by high-precision low-energy experiments
(the so-called high-intensity frontier) specially to determine the symmetry properties of
the underlying NP theory. The hadronic uncertainties and the overall good agreement of
flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) data with the SM predictions prevent any con-
clusive evidence of NP effects in low-energy precision tests of the quark sector. However,
a closer look at several CP-violating observables indicates that the CKM phase might not
be sufficient to describe simultaneously CP violation in K, Bd and Bs meson decays. In
particular:
• The values of sin 2β extracted from Penguin-dominated modes, i.e. Bd → φKS, η′KS,
π0KS, ωKS, KSKSKS etc., are significantly lower than the corresponding value from
the tree-level process Bd → ψKS, i.e. (sin 2β)ψKS = 0.680± 0.025 [1].
• CP violation in the Bd−Bd system, i.e. (sin 2β)ψKS , combined with the ∆Md/∆Ms
constraint, appears insufficient to describe the experimental value of ǫK within the
SM, after the new SM value for ǫK is taken into account [2]. Similarly, a simultaneous
description of ǫK and ∆Md/∆Ms within the SM implies sin 2β = 0.88± 0.11 [3] [2],
well far from the measured (sin 2β)ψKS .
• There are some hints for the asymmetry in Bs → ψφ, Sψφ, to be significantly larger
than the SM value Sψφ ≈ 0.04 [4].
• There are also other interesting tensions observed in the data, as the rather large
difference in the direct CP asymmetries ACP (B
−
d → K−π0) and ACP (B
0
d → K−π+)
and certain puzzles in Bd → πK decays.
All the above tensions might be accommodated through the introduction of new sources
of CP violation in a given NP scenario.
We know that some sources of CP violation, in addition to the unique CKM phase, are
required to reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe. In this context,
it seems of particular interest the study of those low-energy observables that are quite
sensitive to new sources of CP violation, as the Electric Dipole Moments (EDMs). In fact,
the EDMs offer a unique possibility to shed light in NP, given their strong suppression
within the SM and their high sensitivities to NP effects.
The minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM), that is probably the most motivated model
beyond the SM, exhibits plenty of CP-violating phases [5] able to generate the EDMs at
an experimentally visible level [6–8]. After SUSY-breaking terms are introduced, new
CP-violating sources may naturally appear through i) flavor-conserving terms such as the
Bµ parameter in the Higgs potential or the A terms for trilinear scalar couplings and ii)
flavor-violating terms such as the squark and slepton mass terms. It seems quite likely
that the two categories i) and ii) of CP violation are controlled by different physical
mechanisms, thus, they should be distinguished and discussed independently.
In the case i), non-vanishing quark EDMs and lepton EDMs are generated already
at one-loop level. It is well-known that the flavor-conserving phases φA and φµ have
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to be very small, at the level of O(10−(2−3)), if a low-energy SUSY is realized around
the electroweak scale. Obviously, some mechanisms are required to suppress them in a
natural way. The SUSY CP problem can be avoided in a number of SUSY scenarios.
The gaugino/gauge mediation models for SUSY breaking are candidates when the A and
Bµ parameters are derived by the renormalization group (RG) effects. We also remind
the “effective SUSY scenarios” [9], the “Split SUSY limit” [10], or the “Dirac gaugino
models” [11].
If the flavor-conserving terms do not have CP-phases, CP might be violated only by
those soft terms that additionally change the flavors, i.e. the case ii). The flavored
EDMs, induced by the flavor-violation, turn out to be naturally suppressed because of
the smallness of the mixing angles regulating the flavor transitions. In such a case, the
EDMs and flavor-changing processes are intimately related as they both come from the
same sources and their correlated study can represent a useful tool to test or to falsify
this scenario.
In this paper, we analyze in detail the predictions for the flavored EDMs and Chromo-
EDMs (CEDM), at the beyond-leading-order (BLO) level within SUSY theories. As
already stressed in Refs. [12, 13], the inclusion of BLO effects is essential for a correct
evaluation of the flavored EDMs. In fact, BLO effects do not just represent a correction
to the leading-order (LO) contributions, but, they can dominate over the LO ones in a
broad region of the SUSY parameter space.
At the LO, the hadronic EDMs are generated by the one-loop exchange of gluinos
(g˜) and charginos (χ˜±) with squarks. The dominant BLO contributions are computed by
including all the one-loop induced (tan β-enhanced) non-holomorphic corrections for the
charged Higgs (H±) couplings with fermions and for the χ˜±/g˜ couplings with fermions-
sfermions. The above effective couplings lead to the generation of H± effects to the
(C)EDMs, absent at the LO, via the one-loop H±/top-quark exchange. Moreover, the
chargino contributions, suppressed at the LO by the light quark masses, are strongly
enhanced at the BLO by the heaviest-quark Yukawa couplings. Finally, also the gluino
effects receive large BLO contributions that are competitive, in many cases, with the
LO ones. As a result, BLO effects dominate over the LO effects in large regions of the
SUSY parameters space and their inclusion in the evaluation of the flavored (C)EDMs is
mandatory.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the LO contri-
butions to the flavored EDMs. Here, we also discuss the Jarlskog invariants, to which
the (C)EDMs are proportional to. The invariants are a useful tool to classify the CP
violation in the flavor-changing SUSY-breaking terms. In Section 3, we show the BLO
contributions to the flavored EDMs and we compare them with the LO contributions.
For completeness, the BLO contributions to the electron EDM and the CP-violating four-
Fermi operators are also given in the section. In Section 4, the EDMs in the SUSY GUTs
are discussed. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusions.
In Appendix A, we show the derivation of various effective couplings induced by the
tanβ-enhanced radiative corrections with explicit CP phase dependence. The effective
vertices in the mass insertion approximation is shown there. The loop factors used in
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Appendix A are given in Appendix B. In Appendix C we present the effective vertices in
the mass eigenstate basis necessary for the numerical calculation. Appendix D contains
the formulae for the (C)EDMs in the mass eigenstate basis, using the effective vertices.
In Appendix E and F the loop functions used in this paper are defined.
2 Jarlskog Invariants and Flavored EDMs at the LO
The effective CP-odd Lagrangian, which contributes to the (C)EDMs, is given as
Leff = g
2
s
32π2
θ¯ GaµνG˜
µν,a −
∑
i=u,d,s,e,µ
i
df
2
ψ¯i(F · σ)γ5ψi −
∑
i=u,d,s
i
dcf
2
gsψ¯i(G · σ)γ5ψi
+
1
3
w fabcGaµνG˜
νρ,bGµ,cρ +
∑
i,j
Cij (ψ¯iψi)(ψ¯jiγ5ψj) + · · · , (1)
where Fµν and G
a
µν are the electromagnetic and the SU(3)C gauge field strengths, respec-
tively. The first term of Eq. (1) is the well-known QCD theta term. The second and third
terms of Eq. (1) are the fermion EDMs and CEDMs, respectively, while the second line
of Eq. (1) contains dimension-six CP-odd operators, such as the Weinberg operator and
the CP-odd four-Fermi interactions.
The QCD theta parameter is tightly constrained by the neutron EDM at the level of
θ¯ <∼ 10−(9−10); this naturalness problem is commonly referred to as the strong CP problem.
One natural way to achieve the required suppression for θ¯ is to impose the Peccei-Quinn
symmetry, since the axion field makes θ¯ dynamically vanishing. Under the above assump-
tions, the quark (C)EDMs are very suppressed in the SM as they are generated only at
the three-loop level by the phase of the CKM matrix. Long-range effects to the neutron
EDM, arising at the two-loop level, are still far below the current bound. In this paper
we assume the Peccei-Quinn symmetry, for simplicity.
Among the various atomic and hadronic EDMs, a particularly important role is played
by the thallium EDM (dTl) and by the neutron EDM (dn) that can be estimated as [14–16]
dTl = −585 de − e 43GeVC(0)S , (2)
where C
(0)
s has been evaluated as [17]
C
(0)
S = Cde
29MeV
md
+ Cse
κ× 220MeV
ms
+ Cbe
66MeV(1− 0.25κ)
mb
, (3)
with κ ≃ 0.5 [18]. Moreover, dn can be estimated as [19, 20]
dn = (1± 0.5)
[
1.4 (dd − 0.25 du) + 1.1 e (dcd + 0.5 dcu)
]
. (4)
In our analysis, we will use the above formulae for the evaluation of the (C)EDMs 1.
1 It has been argued in Ref. [21] that the evaluation of the neutron EDM still suffers from sizable
uncertainties even when evaluated within the QCD sum rules approach.
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The strong suppression of the quark (C)EDMs in the SM could be understood by
considering Jarlskog invariants (JIs) which represent a basis-independent measure of CP
violation. In the SM, we have the following JIs,
JdiSM = Im {ydYu[Yd, Yu]Yd}ii ,
JuiSM = Im {yuYu[Yd, Yu]Yd}ii (5)
for down- and up-type quarks, respectively. Here, (yd(u))ij is the down(up)-type quark
Yukawa couplings and Yd(u) ≡ y†d(u)yd(u). Since the EDMs and CEDMs of the i -th down-
and up-type quarks are proportional to the above Jarlskog invariants, which are of the
ninth order in the Yukawa coupling, the quark (C)EDMs are highly suppressed in the SM.
In the MSSM, the EDMs are not necessarily suppressed at the same level as in the
SM. As long as one remains within the class of models belonging to the so-called minimal
flavor violation (MFV) principle [22–24], where the flavor-violating terms in the MSSM
arise only from the CKM matrix, the resultant EDMs are highly suppressed, at the same
level of the SM. In contrast, within an MSSM framework with general flavor violation,
the invariants introduced by the new flavor-violating interactions are less suppressed by
the Yukawa couplings and large EDMs can be generated.
Let us first parameterize the effects of flavor violation as usual by means of the mass
insertion (MI) parameters [25, 26],
(δqLL)ij ≡
(m2q˜)ij
m2q˜
, (δdRR)ij ≡
(m2
d˜
)ij
m2
d˜
, (δuRR)ij ≡
(m2u˜)ij
m2u˜
,
(δlLL)ij ≡
(m2
l˜
)ij
m2
l˜
, (δeRR)ij ≡
(m2e˜)ij
m2e˜
, (6)
for i 6= j and m2
f˜
(f = q, u, d, l, e) are the corresponding average sfermion masses. Notice
that the above MIs are basis-dependent quantities. In this paper, we define the MIs in
the bare SCKM basis, where the fermions and sfermions are rotated in the same way so
that the corresponding tree-level Yukawa couplings are flavor-diagonal; in contrast, the
threshold corrections induced by non-holomorphic Yukawa couplings, will be off-diagonal
in the flavor space. We also take δdLL = δ
q
LL and the MI parameters for left-handed up-
and down-type quarks are related by the SU(2)L symmetry as δ
u
LL = V δ
d
LLV
†
where V is
the bare CKM matrix appearing in tree-level Yukawa couplings.
The size and the pattern of the MIs are unknown, unless we assume specific models.
They are regulated by the SUSY-breaking mechanism and by the interactions of the high-
energy theories beyond the MSSM. In this way, it makes sense to study the individual
impact of different kinds of MIs on the low-energy observables.
When only (δqLL)ij 6= 0, the following JIs appear,
J
(di)
LL = Im {yd[Yu, δqLL]}ii ,
J
(ui)
LL = Im {yu[Yd, δqLL]}ii . (7)
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When (δdRR)ij 6= 0 or (δuRR)ij 6= 0, the new JIs are
J
(di)
RR = Im
{
δdRRydYu
}
ii
,
J
(ui)
RR = Im {δuRRyuYd}ii . (8)
Notice that both J
(qi)
LL and J
(qi)
RR are of the third order in the Yukawa coupling constants
and they arise from the relative phases between the corresponding MIs and CKM mixings.
When both left- and right-handed squarks have mixings, the new JIs are proportional
to only one Yukawa coupling constant as
J
(di)
LR = Im
{
δdRRydδ
q
LL
}
ii
,
J
(ui)
LR = Im {δuRRyuδqLL}ii , (9)
and the relative phases between the left- and right-handed squark mixings contribute to
them. Notice that if only the left-handed squarks have mixing, the JIs are proportional
to the external light quark masses. However, when the right-handed squarks have mixing,
the JIs, and then the quark (C)EDMs, are enhanced by the Yukawa coupling constants
of heaviest quarks.
Finally, for the lepton EDMs, only the following JI is relevant,
J
(ei)
LR = Im
{
δeRRyeδ
l
LL
}
ii
. (10)
This is because the leptonic sector does not have a counterpart of the CKM mixing within
the MSSM.
Here, we summarize the LO contributions to the flavored EDMs leaving the derivation
of the BLO ones to the next section. The SUSY contributions to the quark (C)EDMs
can arise at the one-loop level, and they are generated by the JIs of Eqs. (7) and (9). In
particular, when the left-handed squarks have mixing, the Higgsino diagram of Fig. (1)
(on the right) contributes to the down-type quark (C)EDM through J
(di)
LL and the resultant
(C)EDM is given by{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H˜±
=
α2
16π
mdi
m2
m2t
m2W
Atµ
m2
tβ Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
] {
f
(2)
5 (y), f
(2)
0 (y)
}
, (11)
where i = 1, 2, tβ = tan β, y = µ
2/m2 (m is the average squark mass) and {f (2)5 (1), f (2)0 (1)} =
{2/15, 1/10}, with the complete expressions for {f (2)5 (y), f (2)0 (y)} given in Appendix E.
Eq. (11) clearly shows that the (C)EDMs are suppressed by the external light quark
masses, as expected from the invariants of Eq. (7). Assuming CKM-like MIs, i.e. |(δqLL)13| ∼
(0.2)3, a typical SUSY mass scale mSUSY = 500GeV and tanβ = 10, dd/e and d
c
d are of
order ∼ 10−28 cm. For up-type quarks, there is also an analogous expression for d(c)ui
proportional to J
(ui)
LL ; however, it turns out that d
(c)
di
/d
(c)
ui ∼ [m2t/(m2bt2β)] × [Atµ/µ2]× tβ,
thus, d
(c)
ui is always negligible.
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dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
d˜Lid˜Ri b˜R b˜L
(δdRR)3i (δ
q
LL)i3
dRi dLi
γ, g
H˜−
t˜L t˜Rd˜Li
(δ
q
LL)3i
Figure 1: Leading contributions to the down-type quark (C)EDMs proportional to J
(di)
LR
(left) and J
(di)
LL (right).
At one-loop level, the are also gluino contributions to the quark (C)EDMs through
the invariants J
(qi)
LR (see Fig. (1)). The induced down-type quark (C)EDMs are given as{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
g˜
= −αs
4π
mb
m2
M3µ
m2
tβ Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
] {
f
(3)
3 (x), f
(3)
2 (x)
}
, (12)
where i = 1, 2, x = M23 /m
2 and {f (3)3 (1), f (3)2 (1)} = {4/135, 11/180}. Eq. (12) shows
that ddi/e and d
c
di
are enhanced by the Yukawa coupling of the heaviest quark and they
can reach the level of ∼ 10−(25−26) cm for mSUSY = 500GeV, |(δdLL)13| ∼ |(δdRR)31| ∼ (0.2)3
and tan β = 10. Thus, the current experimental bounds on the hadronic EDMs already set
constraints on the SUSY parameter space. Similarly, also the up-type quark (C)EDM is
generated at the LO through a gluino mediated diagram and the corresponding prediction
is {
du
e
, dcu
}
g˜
= −αs
4π
mt
m2
M3At
m2
Im [(δuLL)i3(δ
u
RR)3i]
{
f
(3)
4 (x), f
(3)
2 (x)
}
, (13)
where x =M23 /m
2 and {f (3)4 (1), f (3)2 (1)} = {−8/135, 11/180}.
When only the right-handed squarks have mixing, the (C)EDMs are proportional to
J
(qi)
RR and they are generated only at the two-loop level. The most relevant effects are
provided by non-holomorphic Yukawa coupling corrections, and they can still lead to
sizable contributions, because i) they are enhanced by the heaviest Yukawa coupling via
the CKM and the right-handed squark mixings, and ii) the non-holomorphic Yukawa
couplings entering the (C)EDMs provide an additional tanβ factor that can partially
compensate the loop suppression ǫ ∼ αs/(4π) if ǫ tanβ ∼ 1.
Passing to the leptonic sector, the dominant contribution to the lepton EDMs arises
from the one-loop exchange of binos/sleptons, and the corresponding EDM, proportional
to J
(ei)
LR , is given as
dei
e
=
αY
8π
mτ
m2
µM1
m2
tβ Im
[
(δlLL)i3(δ
e
RR)3i
]
f
(3)
0 (x) , (14)
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where i = 1, 2, x = M21 /m
2 (m is the average slepton mass) and f
(3)
0 (1) = −1/15. The
electron EDM approaches the level of de ∼ 10−26 e cm for mSUSY = 200GeV, |(δlLL)13| ∼
|(δeRR)| ∼ (0.2)3 and tan β = 10.
As stressed above, one peculiar feature of the flavored EDMs is that they can result
to be proportional to the heaviest Yukawa couplings. This huge enhancement factor can
bring the (C)EDMs close to the current and future experimental sensitivities, providing
a splendid opportunity to probe the flavor structure of the MSSM.
On the other hand, the predictions for the flavored EDMs are not enough accurate
yet. In fact, in order to take into account the contributions arising from J
(qi)
RR , two-loop
calculations are unavoidable. Moreover, for large values of tanβ, the LO predictions for
the (C)EDMs discussed in this section receive significant corrections that have not been
accounted for so far. In the following sections, we discuss the flavored EDMs at the BLO,
stressing the importance of these contributions to get a correct prediction for the EDMs.
3 Flavored EDMs at the BLO
The effective Lagrangian necessary to evaluate all the relevant BLO effects to the (C)EDMs
includes effective Higgs couplings with fermions and effective fermion-sfermion couplings
with charginos and gluinos. The dominant BLO contributions are computed by including
all the one-loop induced (tan β-enhanced) non-holomorphic corrections for the charged
Higgs (H±) couplings with fermions and for the χ˜±/g˜ couplings with fermions-sfermions.
The above effective couplings lead to the generation of H± effects to the (C)EDMs, absent
at the LO, via the one-loop H±/top-quark exchange. Moreover, the chargino contribu-
tions, suppressed at the LO by the light quark masses, are strongly enhanced at the BLO
by the heaviest-quark Yukawa couplings. Finally, also the gluino effects receive large
BLO contributions that are comparable, in many cases, to the LO ones. As a result,
BLO effects dominate over the LO effects in large regions of the SUSY parameters space
and their inclusion in the evaluation of the flavored EDMs is mandatory. The detailed
implementation of the procedure leading to the above effective Lagrangian and the result
in the mass insertion approximation are reported in Appendix A.
As stated before, the BLO expressions for the EDMs are obtained by inserting effec-
tive (one-loop induced) vertices into the one-loop expressions for the EDMs. We would
like to note that such an approach accounts for all the non-decoupling (tan β-enhanced)
contributions to the EDMs but it cannot provide the full set of two-loop effects. The
latter requires a full diagrammatic calculation, which is outside the scope of this work.
For instance, the expressions we find for the charged Higgs contributions will be
valid as long as the typical supersymmetric scale mSUSY is sufficiently larger than the
electroweak scale mweak (∼ mW , mt) and the mass of the charged Higgs boson MH± .
Therefore, our results can be regarded as the zeroth-order expansion in the parameters
(m2weak,M
2
H±)/m
2
SUSY of the full computation. However, it has been shown in Ref. [27]
that this zeroth-order approximation works very well, at least in the b → sγ case, even
forMH± ≥ mSUSY, provided mSUSY is sufficiently heavier than mweak. This finding should
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also apply to our case, given that both b→ sγ and the EDMs arise from a similar dipole
transition.
In addition, there exist potentially relevant two-loop effects, proportional to large log-
arithms of the ratiomSUSY/mweak, stemming from: i) the renormalizations of Yukawa cou-
plings in the Higgs/Higgsino vertices, and ii) the anomalous dimensions of the magnetic
and chromo-magnetic effective operators. These two classes of terms become important
when the scale of the supersymmetric colored particles is significantly higher than the W
boson and top quark masses. We account for these effects in the numerical analysis of
Section 4.
However, we emphasize that the new two-loop effects we are dealing with in the present
work are comparable to and often larger than the leading one-loop effects to the EDMs
induced by gluino/squarks loops. Thus, a full inclusion of all the two-loop effects to the
EDMs, although desirable, is not compulsory.
Keeping the above considerations in mind, in the following sections, we derive the
BLO formulae for the (C)EDM at the SUSY scale. The values attained by the (C)EDMs
at the hadron scale (∼ 1GeV) are obtained according to Ref. [28].
For simplicity, we assume degenerate squark masses and we work in the mass insertion
approximation, to make the dependences of the (C)EDMs on the SUSY parameters more
transparent.
Since the BLO effects to the quark (C)EDMs mostly affect the predictions for the
down-type quark (C)EDMs, hereafter we do not discuss the subdominant BLO effects to
the up-type quark (C)EDMs.
3.1 Gluino Contribution to Down-type Quark (C)EDMs
The relevant gluino-mediated contributions entering the evaluation of the down-type
quark (C)EDMs at the BLO are reported in Fig. 2. As we can see, the leading BLO
effects are basically obtained from the LO ones by means of the replacement of the tree-
level couplings with the effective couplings derived in the Appendices.
At the BLO, contributions proportional to all the JIs, J
(di)
LR , J
(di)
LL and J
(di)
RR naturally
arise, in contrast to the LO case where only J
(di)
LR and J
(di)
LL contribute to the (C)EDMs. As
a result, the total BLO gluino-mediated contributions to the down-type quark (C)EDMs
are given by
{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
g˜
= −αs
4π
mb
m2
M3µ
m2
tβ
(
E g˜1 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E g˜2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E g˜3
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (15)
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dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
b˜Lb˜Rd˜Ri
(δdRR)3i ǫL, ǫY
dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
b˜R b˜L d˜Li
(δ
q
LL)i3
ǫR
(ǫL, ǫY )
dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
b˜Ld˜Lid˜Ri
ǫL, ǫY(δdLL)3i
dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
b˜L
ǫR
(ǫL, ǫY ) ǫL, ǫY
b˜R dRi dLi
γ, g
g˜
d˜Lid˜Ri
eiθdi
Figure 2: Gluino-mediated contributions for down-type quark (C)EDMs beyond the lead-
ing order. In each diagrams gray boxes indicate the effective couplings generated by
non-holomorphic Yukawa corrections.
where
E g˜1 =
f
(3)
g˜ (x)
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
1
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(
ǫRtβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫLtβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
f
(2)
g˜ (x)
+
(
(1 + ri)ǫLǫRt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)
f
(1)
g˜ (x) , (16)
E g˜2 = −
ǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(2)
g˜ (x)−
(1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(1)
g˜ (x) , (17)
E g˜3 =
(
r2i ǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
− r¯iǫLY ǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
)
f
(1)
g˜ (x)
+
r¯iǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(2)
g˜ (x) , (18)
and
f
(i)
g˜ (x) =
{
−4
9
f
(i)
0 (x) , −
1
6
f
(i)
0 (x) +
3
2
f
(i)
1 (x)
}
(i = 1, 2, 3) , (19)
where x = M23 /m
2 and the loop functions satisfy f
(1,2,3)
g˜ (1) = {2/27, 5/18}, {−2/45, −
7/60}, {4/135, 11/180} whereas their full expressions are listed in Appendix E. We also
use the short hand notations ǫL, ǫR, ǫLR, ǫLY , zY and zL instead of ǫL3i, ǫR3i, ǫLRii, ǫLY i,
Re[zYi ] and Re[zLi ], respectively. The above loop factors are defined in Appendix B and
for equal SUSY masses and small MI parameters, they are given as ǫLR = ǫL = ǫR = ǫ3 =
10
ǫi = sign(µM3)× αs/3π, ǫY = ǫLY = −sign(µAt) × y2t /32π2, We also define ǫ3 = ǫ3 + ǫY
and the ri and r¯i parameters such that
ri =
1 + ǫ3tβ
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β |
, r¯i =
|1 + ǫitβ|
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β|
. (20)
Terms proportional to E g˜1 , E g˜2 and E g˜3 contribute to the Jarlskog invariants J (di)LR , J (di)RR and
J
(di)
LL , respectively.
3.2 Chargino Contribution to Down-type Quark (C)EDMs
As discussed in previous sections, chargino contributions to the down-type quark (C)EDMs
arise already at the LO through a contribution proportional to J
(di)
LL , hence suppressed by
the light quark masses. At the BLO, new contributions proportional to both J
(di)
RR and
J
(di)
LR (thus proportional to the heaviest down-quark mass mb) arise.
Combining the BLO contributions from the upper diagrams of Fig. 3 with the LO
contribution of Eq. (11), the total charged Higgsino contribution reads{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H˜±
=
α2
16π
mb
m2
m2t
m2W
Atµ
m2
tβ
(
E H˜±2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜±3
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (21)
where
E H˜±2 =
ǫRtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
f
(1)
H˜±
(y) , (22)
E H˜±3 =
ri
(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(2)
H˜±
(y) +
r¯i(ǫLY + ǫL)tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(1)
H˜±
(y) , (23)
and
f
(i)
H˜±
(y) =
{
2
3
f
(i)
0 (y)− f (i)1 (y), f (i)0 (y)
}
(i = 1, 2) , (24)
where y = µ2/m2 and f
(1,2)
H˜±
(1) = {−5/18,−1/6}, {2/15, 1/10}. The charged Higgsino
contributions play a very important role in the calculation of the EDMs resulting often
dominant over the LO gluino-mediated contribution. Additionally, there exist also con-
tributions from charged Higgsino-wino mixing diagrams as shown in the lower diagrams
of Fig. 3. The final expression of all these contributions reads{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H˜±W˜±
=
α2
8π
mb
m2
µM2
m2
tβ
(
E H˜±W˜±1 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜±W˜±2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜±W˜±3
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (25)
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Figure 3: Chargino-mediated contributions for down-type quark (C)EDMs beyond the
leading order. The effective couplings with tanβ-enhanced corrections are depicted by
gray boxes.
where
E H˜±W˜±1 =
ǫRtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
g
(1)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y)
+
(
(1 + ri)ǫRǫLt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)
g
(0)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y) , (26)
E H˜±W˜±2 = −
(1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(0)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y) , (27)
E H˜±W˜±3 =
(
r2i ǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
− r¯iǫLY ǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
)
g
(0)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y)
+
r¯iǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(1)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y) , (28)
and
g
(i)
H˜±W˜±
(x, y) =
{
2
3
g
(i)
0 (x, y)− g(i)1 (x, y) , g(i)0 (x, y)
}
(i = 0, 1) , (29)
where x = M22 /m
2, y = µ2/m2 and g
(0,1)
H˜±W˜±
(1, 1) = {−11/18, − 1/6}, {13/45, 2/15}.
The explicit expressions of the loop functions are presented in Appendix E.
3.3 Neutralino Contribution to Down-type Quark (C)EDMs
Neutralino-mediated contributions are divided into three classes: pure bino-mediated dia-
grams, neutral wino-Higgsino mixing diagrams and bino-Higgsino diagrams. The relevant
12
diagrams for the neutralino contributions are reported in Fig. 4. The pure bino-mediated
contributions are given by
{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
B˜
=
αY YLYR
4π
mb
m2
µM1
m2
tβ
(
E B˜1 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E B˜2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E B˜3
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (30)
where
E B˜1 =
f
(3)
B˜
(x)
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
1
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(
ǫRtβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫLtβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
f
(2)
B˜
(x)
+
(
(1 + ri)ǫLǫRt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)
f
(1)
B˜
(x) , (31)
E B˜2 = −
ǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(2)
B˜
(x)− (1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(1)
B˜
(x) , (32)
E B˜3 =
(
r2i ǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
− r¯iǫLY ǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
)
f
(1)
B˜
(x)
+
r¯iǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
f
(2)
B˜
(x) , (33)
and
f
(i)
B˜
(x) =
{
−1
3
f
(i)
0 (x), f
(i)
0 (x)
}
(i = 1, 2, 3) , (34)
where x =M21 /m
2 and f
(1,2,3)
B˜
(1) = {1/18,−1/6}, {−1/30, 1/10}, {1/45,−1/15}, respec-
tively. Here, the hypercharges YL and YR are defined as YL = 1/6 and YR = 1/3.
Next, the contributions of neutral wino-Higgsino mixing diagrams read
{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H˜0W˜ 0
=
α2
16π
mb
m2
µM2
m2
tβ
(
E H˜0W˜ 01 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜0W˜ 02 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜0W˜ 03
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (35)
where
E H˜0W˜ 01 =
ǫRtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
g
(1)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y)
+
(
(1 + ri)ǫRǫLt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)
g
(0)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y) , (36)
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E H˜0W˜ 02 = −
(1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(0)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y) , (37)
E H˜0W˜ 03 =
(
r2i ǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
− r¯iǫLY ǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
)
g
(0)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y)
+
r¯iǫY t
2
β
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(1)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y) , (38)
and
g
(i)
H˜0W˜ 0
(x, y) =
{
−1
3
g
(i)
0 (x, y) , g
(i)
0 (x, y)
}
(i = 0, 1) , (39)
where x =M22 /m
2, y = µ2/m2 and g
(0,1)
H˜0W˜ 0
(1, 1) = {1/18,−1/6}, {−2/45, 2/15}.
Finally, the contributions from bino-Higgsino mixing diagrams read
{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H˜B˜
=
αY
8π
mb
m2
µM1
m2
tβ
(
E H˜B˜1 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜B˜2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ E H˜B˜3
mdi
mb
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (40)
where
E H˜B˜1 =
(
ǫRtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
YL +
ǫLtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
YR
)
g
(1)
H˜0B˜0
(x, y)
+
(
(1 + ri)ǫRǫLt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)
(YL + YR)g
(0)
H˜B˜
(x, y) , (41)
E H˜B˜2 = −
YRǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(1)
H˜B˜
(x, y)− (YL + YR)(1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(0)
H˜B˜
(x, y) , (42)
E H˜B˜3 =
(
r2i ǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
− r¯i(YL + YR)ǫLY ǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2(1 + ǫ3tβ)
)
g
(0)
H˜B˜
(x, y)
+
r¯iYLǫY tβ
(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
g
(1)
H˜B˜
(x, y) , (43)
and
g
(i)
H˜B˜
(x, y) =
{
−1
3
g
(i)
0 (x, y), g
(i)
0 (x, y)
}
(i = 0, 1) , (44)
where x = M21 /m
2, y = µ2/m2 and g
(0,1)
H˜B˜
(1, 1) = {1/18,−1/6}, {−2/45, 2/15}, respec-
tively.
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Figure 4: Neutralino-mediated contributions for down-type quark (C)EDMs beyond the
leading order. Gray boxes indicate the effective couplings with possible loop factors.
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Figure 5: Left (Right): Charged Higgs mediated contributions to down-type quark
(C)EDMs at the leading order for the case of J
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LR ). The effective couplings with
tanβ-enhanced corrections are depicted by gray boxes.
3.4 Higgs Contribution to Down-type Quark (C)EDMs
The importance of the charged-Higgs mediated contributions to the hadronic (C)EDMs
was already discussed in Ref. [12] where, on the other hand, only the leading contribu-
tions of order O(ǫtβ) were presented. The full expression for the charged Higgs-mediated
contributions, beyond the leading-order expansion in O(ǫtβ), reads{
ddi
e
, dcdi
}
H±
= − α2
16π
mb
M2H±
m2t
m2W
(
EH±1 Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+ EH±2 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+
mdi
mb
EH±3 Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
LL)3i
])
, (45)
where
EH±1 =
ǫRtβ
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
(
ǫ′Ltβ −
ǫLǫ
′
Y t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
f
(0)
H±(z) , (46)
EH±2 =
ǫRtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
(
1− ǫ′3tβ +
ǫY ǫ
′
Y t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
f
(0)
H±(z) , (47)
EH±3 =
[(
r¯iǫLtβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
+
riǫLY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)2
)(
1− ǫ′3tβ +
ǫY ǫ
′
Y t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
− ri + riǫ3tβ + r¯iǫY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(
ǫ′Ltβ −
ǫLǫ
′
Y t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
)]
f
(0)
H±(z) , (48)
and
f
(0)
H±(z) =
{
−f (0)0 (z) +
2
3
f
(0)
1 (z), f
(0)
1 (z)
}
, (49)
where z = m2t/M
2
H+ and f
(0)
H±(1) = {−7/9,−2/3}. The loop factors with primes come
from the vertex correction for charged Higgs with left-handed down quarks, and these
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are given as ǫ′L = ǫ
′
3 = sign(µM3) × αs/3π, ǫ′Y = −sign(µAb) × y2b/32π2 for equal SUSY
masses.
We note that, since the loop function f
(0)
1 (z) contains a large logarithmic and it behaves
as f
(0)
1 (z) ≃ 3 + log z for z ≪ 1, both EDMs and CEDMs have a slow decoupling with
the charged Higgs masses going as d
(c)
di
∼ z log z. Even for moderate tan β values and
charged Higgs massesMH± < 2TeV, the down quark (C)EDMs remain within the reach of
sensitivities of future planned experiments, i.e. (dd/e)H± and (d
c
d)H± ∼ O(10−(26−27)) cm
for |(δdRR)13| = (0.2)3. Another important feature of the charged Higgs contribution is
that it does not decouple for mSUSY →∞, as long as the Higgs mass doesn’t decouple.
Finally, additional contributions to the (C)EDMs come from the neutral-Higgs sector.
However, the H and A contributions have opposite signs and their net effect to the
(C)EDMs is really small even in the most favorable case where a mass splitting between
H and A of order 10% was allowed.
Before concluding this section, we would like to note that the flavored (C)EDMs are
highly correlated with FCNC observables. As an interesting example, let us mention that,
irrespective to the particular choice for the SUSY spectrum, the χ˜± and H± contributions
to the EDMs are related to the NP contributions entering B → Xsγ as
(dd)χ˜± + (dd)H± ≃ −eα2
4π
mb
m2W
ǫRtβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
C7 , (50)
where C7 = C
χ˜±
7 (MW ) +C
H±
7 (MW ) is defined as B(B→Xsγ) ≃ 3.15− 8C7− 1.9C8 [29].
A detailed exploration of the intriguing correlation and interplay among FCNC processes
and flavored (C)EDMs would deserve a dedicated study that goes beyond the scope of
the present work.
3.5 Comparison of Various Contributions for Down-type Quark
(C)EDMs
As we have discussed in the previous sections, the down-type quark (C)EDMs receive the
first contributions already at the LO level through the exchange of gluinos and charginos.
Moreover, at the BLO, many additional contributions, proportional to the various JIs, are
generated. The purpose of this section is to provide a detailed numerical comparison of
the various effects. In the following, we discuss the contributions from J
(di)
LR and J
(di)
RR which
are typically more important than the contributions from J
(di)
LL thanks to the enhancement
by the heaviest Yukawa couplings.
In Fig. 6 (a) [(c)] and (b) [(d)], we show various contributions to the down quark EDM
[CEDM] as generated by the phases φ1 = Im
[
(δdLL)13(δ
d
RR)31
]
and φ2 = Im
[
V ∗31(δ
d
RR)31
]
.
We choose CKM-like mixing angles |(δdLL)31| = |(δdRR)31| = (0.2)3 and we assume maxi-
mum phases; moreover, we consider a common soft SUSY mass mSUSY = 1TeV, MH± =
500GeV and a positive µ term.
As shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (c), the gluino effects are the dominant ones as long as φ1
is the only non zero phase. We note that the LO gluino effects have a linear dependence
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6: Various contributions to the down quark EDM in (a), (b) and CEDM in (c),
(d) as functions of tanβ. Here, the masses of SUSY particles are taken to be 1TeV while
MH± = 500GeV. Contributions from the phase φ1 = arg[(δ
q
LL)13(δ
d
RR)31] is presented in
(a) and (c) and those from the phase φ2 = arg[V
∗
31(δ
d
RR)31] in (b) and (d). In all of these
figures, maximum phases are assumed and only the absolute values of each contribution
are plotted.
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with tan β, however, the inclusion of higher order corrections acts to reduce sizably the
LO effects, specially in the large tanβ regime.
The wino-Higgsino mixing contributions turn out to provide the most important effects
after the gluino ones. In particular, they almost grow as tan2 β and become comparable to
the gluino effects at around tanβ ∼ 60. However, in realistic mass spectra, the charginos
tend to be lighter than the gluino, thus, the wino-Higgsino contribution becomes more
important compared to what Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (c) show.
Turning to the EDMs from φ2, which are generated only at the BLO, we find that the
contributions from charged Higgs and Higgsino are dominant for any value of tan β. In
particular, for low to moderate values of tan β, the charged Higgs contributions (growing
almost linearly with tan β) provide the dominant effects while from moderate to large val-
ues of tanβ, the Higgsino contributions dominate thanks to their quadratic dependence
on tan β. Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 6 (d) also show that the linear dependence on tan β of the
charged Higgs effects is partially lost at large tanβ due to higher order effects. Contribu-
tions from the gluino are typically subdominant but still not completely negligible.
Next, we compare charged Higgs and Higgsino contributions from φ2 with the gluino
contribution from φ1. Their relative size is controlled by the ratio |V ∗31/(δdLL)13|, which we
set to be 1 in Fig. 6. In concrete models, as for instance the CMSSM or SUSY SU(5)
models with right handed neutrinos, (δdLL) is generated by radiative correction through the
CKMmatrix and the top Yukawa coupling, and it turns out typically that (δdLL)13 ≃ −cV ∗31
with c ∼ O(0.1). As a result, the BLO charged Higgs and Higgsino contributions can be
dominant over the LO gluino contributions.
All the above considerations for the EDMs apply also to the CEDMs with the only
difference being that the chargino contributions for the CEDMs are less important than the
EDM ones because of the absence of some constructive interferences among amplitudes.
3.6 CP-violating four-Fermi interactions
It is well-known that CP-violating four-Fermi interactions can generate atomic and hadronic
EDMs through the effective (CP-violating) couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons with
fermions [17, 30, 31]. These contributions to the EDMs are proportional to tan3 β and
become important only for large tan β values and for Higgs masses much lighter than the
soft masses. In Refs. [17,30,31], flavor-conserving but CP-violating phases were assumed.
As we will see, CP-violating four-Fermi interactions can be also generated by fla-
vor effects. In fact, as discussed in the Appendices, flavor-mixing effects contribute to
both flavor-violating and flavor-conserving CP-violating couplings of the Higgses with the
fermions (see Eq. (106)).
The relevant CP-odd four-Fermi interactions generated by flavor effects have the fol-
lowing form
Leff =
∑
fi,fj=e,d,s,b
Cfifj ψ¯fiψfiψ¯fj iγ5ψfj , (51)
with the coefficients Cfifj defined as
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Cfifj ≃ −
g22mfimfj
4m2W
t2β
m2A
Im
[(
CHfL
)∗
ii
(
CHfL
)
jj
]
≡ −g
2
2mfimfj
4m2W
t2β
m2A
Afi −Afj
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β ||1 + ǫjtβ + ǫ(2)j t2β|
. (52)
(
CHfL
)
ii
, which is given in Appendix A, is the effective coupling of the neutral Higgs H
with the fermion f and Afi is such that
Afi =
mb
mdi
[
riǫLRtβ
6(1 + ǫ3tβ)
− (1 + ri)ǫLǫRt
2
β
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
]
Im
[
(δdLL)i3(δ
d
RR)3i
]
+
mb
mdi
(1 + ri)ǫRǫY t
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
Im
[
V ∗3i(δ
d
RR)3i
]
, (53)
for fi = d, s and Ab ≃ 0. If fi = e, the following expression arises
Ae =
mτ
me
[
rei ǫ
e
LRtβ
6(1 + ǫe3tβ)
− (1 + r
e
i )ǫ
e
Lǫ
e
Rt
2
β
9(1 + ǫe3tβ)(1 + ǫ
e
3tβ)
]
Im [(δeLL)i3(δ
e
RR)3i] , (54)
where the loop factors ǫeL, ǫ
e
R and ǫ
e
LR are defined in Appendix B and for equal SUSY
masses it turns out that ǫe3 = ǫ
e
L = −sign(µM2) × 3α2/16π, ǫeLR = sign(µM1) × αY /8π
and ǫeR = 0; moreover, r
e
i = (1 + ǫ
e
3tβ)/|1 + ǫei tβ + ǫe(2)i t2β|.
The most prominent effect of the above CP-odd four-Fermi interaction compared to
the flavor conserving case of Refs. [17, 30, 31] is that, thanks to the flavor effects, we can
always pick up the heaviest Yukawa couplings in the Higgs couplings with fermions. Let
us note that in Eq. (53) we have neglected the contributions proportional to JdiLL because
they are not enhanced by the heaviest Yukawa coupling, hence, they can never reach an
experimentally interesting value.
In order to understand the impact of the flavored four-Fermi interactions on the atomic
and hadronic EDMs, it is convenient to consider the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM)
limit of the MSSM, where the soft sector is assumed to be much heavier than the Higgs
sector. In this limit, de is negligible and dTl can be only generated by the CP-odd four-
Fermi interactions (see Eq. (2)) while the main contribution to dn arises from the charged-
Higgs mediated diagrams. In Fig. 7, we show the predictions for dTl and dn in the 2HDM
limit of the MSSM setting Ae = 0 and assuming a common heavy SUSY mass for the
soft sector. Here, we assume that the EDMs are generated by the flavor dependent
CP phases in the squark mass matrices. The shaded region in Fig. 7 is excluded by
the current experimental bound on dn. Considering the current experimental bounds on
dTl < 9 × 10−25e cm [7] and dn < 3 × 10−26e cm [6], we conclude that dn represents
the most powerful probe of the 2HDM limit scenario, when CP violation is generated by
flavor effects in squark mass matrices.
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Figure 7: dTl vs dn in the 2HDM limit of the MSSM. Here, we assume that the EDMs are
generated by the flavor dependent CP phases in the squark mass matrices. The shaded
region is excluded by the experimental bound on dn
3.7 Charged lepton EDMs
As already discussed in Section 2, the dominant contributions to the lepton EDMs arise
at one-loop level through the invariant J
(ei)
LR , that is generated by the exchange of binos
and sleptons.
On general ground, BLO corrections to the charged lepton EDMs are not so important
as for the down quarks case, as the gluino and Higgsino-mediated contributions are absent
in the leptonic sector.
In the following, we present the complete formulae for the charged lepton EDMs at
the BLO, which include the exchange of bino/sleptons, bino-Higgsino/sleptons and wino-
Higgsino/sneutrinos
dei
e
=
αY
8π
mτ
m2
µM1
m2
tβ
(
E B˜1 + E H˜B˜1 +
α2M2
αYM1
E H˜W˜1
)
Im [(δeLL)i3(δ
e
RR)3i] , (55)
where
E B˜1 =
f
(3)
0 (x1)
1 + ǫe3tβ
+
(ǫeR + ǫ
e
L)tβ
3(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
f
(2)
0 (x1) +
[
(1 + ri)ǫ
e
Lǫ
e
Rt
2
β
9(1 + ǫe3tβ)
3
− riǫ
e
LRtβ
6(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
]
f
(1)
0 (x1),
E H˜B˜1 =
(ǫeR − 2ǫeL)tβ
6(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
g
(1)
0 (x1, y) +
[
riǫ
e
LRtβ
12(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
− (1 + ri)ǫ
e
Rǫ
e
Lt
2
β
18(1 + ǫe3tβ)
3
]
g
(0)
0 (x1, y),
E H˜W˜1 =
ǫeRtβ
3(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
g
(1)
H˜W˜
(x2, y) +
[
(1 + ri)ǫ
e
Rǫ
e
Lt
2
β
9(1 + ǫe3tβ)
3
− riǫ
e
LRtβ
6(1 + ǫe3tβ)
2
]
g
(0)
H˜W˜
(x2, y) , (56)
and the loop functions for wino-Higgsino mixing diagrams are given as
g
(i)
H˜W˜
(x2, y) = −g(i)1 (x2, y)−
1
2
g
(i)
0 (x2, y) (i = 0, 1) , (57)
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Figure 8: dBLOei /d
LO
ei
vs tanβ taking the µ term, the slepton and the gaugino masses
randomly in the range of [200 : 1000] GeV. Light gray points satisfy the GUT relation for
the gaugino masses, M2 = 2M1, while dark gray points do not.
where x2 = M
2
2 /m
2, x1 = M
2
1 /m
2 and y = µ2/m2, with m being a common slep-
ton/sneutrino mass.
In Fig. 8, we plot the leptonic EDMs evaluated at the BLO normalized to the LO
estimate as a function of tan β, scanning over the relevant SUSY masses in the range [200 :
1000] GeV. The inner region of Fig. 8 (light gray) corresponds to the points satisfying
the GUT relation between the gaugino masses, M2 = 2M1, while the points in the larger
region (dark gray) do not satisfy such a GUT relation.
As shown by Fig. 8, BLO corrections to the leptonic EDMs can provide only modest
contributions, at the level of O(10)% for large values of tanβ, if the GUT relation between
the gaugino masses is assumed. In contrast, if we do not impose such a GUT relation, large
BLO effects can arise in the large tanβ regime at the level of 0.5 . dBLOei /d
LO
ei
. 1.5. Such
a behavior of dBLOei /d
LO
ei
with the gaugino masses can be understood noting the different
dependence of dBLOei and d
LO
ei
on the gaugino masses; in particular, when M2 ≪ M1, it
turns out that the LO contributions have a faster decoupling property with M1 compared
to the BLO contributions.
4 Flavored EDMs in SUSY GUT models
In this section, we discuss the predictions for the (C)EDMs in some specific SUSY models
as SUSY SU(5) with right-handed neutrinos. As we will show, in this class of models,
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the inclusion of the BLO contributions presented in this work turn out to be crucial to
get the correct predictions for the (C)EDMs.
Since SUSY GUT models present rich flavor structures, they typically predict non-
negligible flavored (C)EDMs [32] as well as non-negligible rates for various flavor-violating
phenomena [33]. Moreover, since within SUSY GUTs leptons and quarks sit into same
multiplets, the flavor violation in the squark and slepton sectors may be correlated [33],
if the SUSY-breaking effects are mediated at such a high energy scale at least.
A detailed exploration of the intriguing correlation and interplay among FCNC pro-
cesses in the leptonic and hadronic sectors with the flavored (C)EDMs would be very
desirable, but this analysis would require a dedicated study that goes beyond the scope
of the present work. On the contrary, the major aim of this section is to stress the impor-
tance of BLO effects for the flavored EDMs in well motivated SUSY scenarios as SUSY
SU(5) with right-handed neutrinos.
Let us first review the flavor structures in the squark and slepton mass matrices in
the SUSY SU(5) GUT with right-handed neutrinos. The Yukawa interactions for quarks
and leptons and the Majorana mass terms for the right-handed neutrinos are given by the
following superpotential,
W =
1
4
yuijΨiΨjH +
√
2ydijΨiΦjH + yνijN iΦjH +MijN iN j, (58)
where Ψ and Φ stand for 10- and 5¯-dimensional multiplets, respectively, and N refers
to the right-handed neutrinos. H (H) is a 5-(5¯-) dimensional Higgs multiplet. After
removing the unphysical degrees of freedom, the Yukawa couplings and the right-handed
neutrino mass matrix of Eq. (58) can be written as
yuij =
(
V T yˆue
iφˆuV
)
ij
,
ydij = ydiδij,
yνij = e
−iφˆν¯W †e−iφˆν yˆνU
†,
Mij = Mνiδij. (59)
In this paper, hat and bar symbols refer to diagonal matrices and to bare quantities,
respectively. In Eq. (59), φu, φd, φν and φν¯ are the physical CP-violating phases satisfying∑
i φfi = 0 (f = u, d, ν and ν¯). The unitary matrix V is the CKM matrix in the extension
of the SM to the SUSY SU(5) GUT, and each unitary matrices U, V and W have only a
phase. In the limit where W = 1, which we assume, U corresponds to the MNS matrix.
In this case, the light neutrino mass eigenvalues are given as
mνi =
y2νi
Mνi
〈Hf〉2 , (60)
where Hf is a doublet Higgs in H . The colored Higgs multiplets Hc and Hc are introduced
in H and H respectively as SU(5) partners of the Higgs doublets of the MSSM. They have
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new flavor-violating interactions in Eq. (58). If the SUSY-breaking terms in the MSSM are
generated by dynamics above the colored Higgs masses, such as in the gravity mediation,
the squark mass terms may get sizable corrections by the colored Higgs interactions. In
the mSUGRA scenario, low-energy flavor-violating SUSY-breaking terms are radiatively
induced, and they are qualitatively given as
(m2u˜L)ij = −
2
(4π)2
(V yˆ2dV
†)ij(3m
2
0 + A
2
0)
(
2 ln
MP l
MGUT
+ ln
MGUT
mSUSY
)
,
(m2u˜R)ij = −
4
(4π)2
(e−iφˆuV ∗yˆ2dV
T eiφˆu)ij(3m
2
0 + A
2
0) ln
MP l
MGUT
,
(m2
d˜L
)ij = − 2
(4π)2
(V †yˆ2uV )ij(3m
2
0 + A
2
0)
(
3 ln
MP l
MGUT
+ ln
MGUT
mSUSY
)
,
(m2
d˜R
)ij = − 2
(4π)2
(eiφˆdU∗yˆ2νU
T e−iφˆd)ij(3m
2
0 + A
2
0) ln
MP l
MGUT
,
(ml˜L)ij = −
2
(4π)2
(Uyˆνe
iφˆνW )ik(W
†e−iφˆν yˆνU
†)kj(3m
2
0 + A
2
0) ln
MP l
Mνk
,
(m2e˜R)ij = −
6
(4π)2
(V T yˆ2uV
∗)ij(3m
2
0 + A
2
0) ln
MP l
MGUT
, (61)
with i 6= j; we have also assumed the colored Higgs mass to be the GUT scale MGUT and
m0 and A0 are the universal scalar mass and trilinear couplings, respectively As shown
by Eqs. (61), the off-diagonal components of the right-handed squark and left-handed
slepton mass matrices are induced by the neutrino Yukawa couplings, and they depend
on the various CP-violating phases of the model. The existence of flavor violation in the
right-handed down-type squarks is essential to generate the contributions to the down-
type quark (C)EDMs proportional to the Jarlskog invariants J
(di)
LR and J
(di)
RR , which are
enhanced by the largest down quark mass mb. In this case, as stressed in the previous
section, not only the gluino but also chargino and charged Higgs are expected to contribute
significantly to the (C)EDMs.
Although in the previous section we have reported the analytical expressions for the
down-type quark (C)EDMs in the MI approximation, our numerical analysis is performed
using the mass eigenstates. Moreover, we also include the leading QCD corrections and
we derive the (C)EDMs at the hadron scale (∼ 1GeV) [28].
In Fig. 9, we show the various contributions to the down quark (C)EDM, setting m0 =
M1/2 = 400GeV, A0 = 0 and µ > 0. For the neutrino sectors, we assume a hierarchical
mass structure for light neutrino masses and take mν3 = 0.05eV, Mν3 = 10
14GeV and
Ue3 = 0.01.
For the down quark EDM in Fig. 9 (left), the chargino and charged Higgs contributions
are typically comparable to the gluino ones despite the fact that they are generated
only at the BLO. This happens because i) the charged Higgs, chargino and stop masses
(entering the BLO contributions) are generally lighter than the gluino and the other
squark masses (entering the LO contributions) in most of the MSSM parameter space; ii)
|(δdLL)13| < |V31|, when δdLL is radiatively-induced via the CKM matrix (as it happens in
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Figure 9: The down quark EDM (left) and CEDM (right) in the SU(5) GUT model
with right-handed neutrinos as functions of tanβ. Various contributions to the down
quark EDM and CEDM are also shown. Here, maximum phases are assumed and only
the absolute values of each contribution are plotted. The input parameters are given as
m0 = M1/2 = 400GeV, A0 = 0 and µ > 0. The predicted values are approximately
proportional to the mass of right-handed tau neutrino and the (1,3) component of the
MNS matrix, which are taken to be Mν3 = 10
14GeV and Ue3 = 0.01, respectively. The
region for tanβ > 35 is already excluded by the current experimental limit on the LFV
process, Br(µ→ eγ) < 1.2× 10−11.
our model); iii) the mass functions for the chargino (charged Higgs) contributions tend
to become larger than those for the gluino contributions due to positive interference of
diagrams (due to the existence of large logarithm).
Moreover, when tan β is large, the BLO effects become more significant and they
dominate over the LO ones. In the chargino case, this is explained by the explicit tanβ-
dependence of (dd)χ˜± ∼ t2β, to be compared with (dd)g˜ ∼ tβ. In the charged Higgs case, in
spite of the same explicit tanβ-dependence of (dd)g˜ and (dd)H , (dd)H > (dd)g˜ for increasing
tanβ, since mH is highly reduced by large RG effects driven by y
2
b ∼ y2t ∼ 1.
Notice that, the corner of the MSSM parameter space where the BLO H± effects
are particularly enhanced compared to the LO ones, corresponds to the so-called A-
funnel region (where mA ≃ 2mLSP), satisfying the WMAP constraints. In the mSUGRA
scenario, for µ > 0, the chargino contributions have an opposite sign compared to the
gluino and charged Higgs contributions, leading to a large cancellation between them.
From Fig. 9 we note that the chargino contribution to the CEDM is much lesser
than the corresponding contribution to the EDM; this is because the EDM has positive
interferences among diagrams that are absent in the CEDM case.
The predictions for the down quark EDM are investigated in more detail in Fig. 10.
In particular, Figs. (a), (b) and (c) describe the value of the EDM in the (M1/2, m0) plane
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for µ > 0 and tanβ = 10, 25 and 50, respectively. Fig. (d) refers to the case in which
tanβ = 25 and µ < 0.
For relatively small values of tan β (see Fig. 10(a)), the chargino contribution is not
very large compared to the gluino and charged Higgs ones. On the other hand, while in-
creasing tan β, the chargino contributions become more important and they dominate over
the other contributions in many regions of the parameter space, see Fig. 10(b). Chargino
and charged Higgs contributions are specially important in the region where M1/2>∼m0.
Although the off-diagonal components of the squark mass matrices mainly depend on the
values of m0 and A0, as can be seen in Eq. (61), their diagonal components are mainly
determined by M1/2 due to the large RG effects driven by the SU(3)C interactions. As a
result, the MI parameters become small for M1/2>∼m0 and the gluino contribution pro-
portional to Im[(δdLL)13(δ
d
RR)31] is more suppressed than the chargino and charged Higgs
contributions that are proportional to Im[V ∗31(δ
d
RR)31].
This feature is clearly shown in Fig. 11 which describes the ratio of the chargino
and charged Higgs contributions over the gluino ones. In the region where M1/2 ≫ m0,
dd(χ
±)/dd(g˜) approximately approaches to a constant for a fixed value of m0. This is
because, asm0/M1/2 becomes small enough to be neglected, all the SUSY-breaking terms,
even the off-diagonal ones, are mostly determined byM1/2, and all the contributions to the
EDM behave as dd ∝ 1/M21/2. On the contrary, the charged Higgs contribution decouples
more slowly due to the large logarithm in the loop function, thus it provides the dominant
effects in the regions with heavy SUSY particle. This parameter dependence explains the
features of Fig. 10(b): for small M1/2, the gluino is relatively light and it provides the
most important contribution to the (C)EDMs while, as M1/2 increases, the charged Higgs
and specially the chargino contributions start dominating. For very large M1/2 values,
strong cancellations among amplitudes do not appear because of the dominance of the
charged Higgs contribution.
For very large tanβ (∼ 50), the BLO chargino mediated contributions tend to become
the dominant one in large regions of the parameter space (see Fig. 10(d)) due to their
tan2 β dependence. In the case of µ < 0 (see in Fig. 10(d)), the down quark (C)EDMs
reach values significantly larger than those for µ > 0. In fact, when µ < 0, gluino, chargino
and charged Higgs contributions have a common sign, thus, they constructively interfere
with each other; moreover the threshold corrections to the tree-level Yukawa couplings
provide enhancement contributions, in contrast to the µ > 0 case.
In summary, the inclusion of BLO effects for the (C)EDMs is mandatory as long as
they are generated by flavor violating terms in the MSSM soft sector. In addition, when
large cancellations among various contributions do not occur, the predicted values for the
down quark EDMs can be within the reach of the future experimental sensitivities such
as for the neutron EDM (dn ∼ 10−28 ecm) and deuteron EDM (dd ∼ 10−29 ecm). So, the
observation of hadronic EDMs at these future experiments could allow us to explore the
flavor-violating soft sector of the MSSM. In this respect, an accurate theoretical prediction
for the EDMs, by means of the inclusion of the BLO effects discussed in this work, plays
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10: Predictions of the down quark EDM in SUSY SU(5) GUT model with right-
handed neutrinos in the (m0, M1/2) plane. The input parameters m0, M1/2 and A0 are
given at the Planck scale and A0 is set to A0 = 0. The sign of the µ term is taken always
positive but in (d) and tanβ is taken to be 10, 25, 50 and 25 for (a), (b), (c) and (d),
respectively. The predicted values for the EDM are approximately proportional to the
mass of right-handed tau neutrino and to the (1,3) component of the MNS matrix, which
are taken to beMN3 = 10
14GeV and Ue3 = 0.01, respectively. The grey region is excluded
by the current experimental bound Br(µ→ eγ) < 1.2× 10−11.
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Figure 11: Left(Right): Ratio of the charged Higgs-mediated (chargino-mediated) contri-
butions over the gluino-mediated contributions in SUSY SU(5) GUT model with right-
handed neutrinos. The input parameters are the same as in Fig. 10(b).
a crucial role 2.
For completeness, we also discuss the predictions for the electron (muon) EDM de
(dµ), within the SUSY SU(5) model with right-handed neutrinos. In Fig. 12, we show
the values attained by de and dµ in the (m0, M1/2) plane setting tanβ = 25 (for different
values of tan β, de and dµ approximately scale as (tanβ/25)). The grey region is excluded
by the current experimental bound Br(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10−11. As we can see, de and
dµ can reach values at the level of de . 10
−28 ecm and dµ . 10
−26 ecm, well within the
expected future experimental sensitivities on de, at least.
5 Conclusions
The hadronic and leptonic electric dipole moments (EDMs) represent an ideal ground
where to look for New Physics effects. In fact, on the one side, the Standard Model
predictions for the EDMs are well far from the present experimental resolutions and, on
the other side, the EDMs are among the most sensitive observables to New Physics effects
in a broad class of theories beyond the Standard Model, included supersymmetry.
2 The hadronic EDMs could be also generated by flavor-conserving but CP-violating parameters, such
as the µ term and the A terms. Actually, if non-vanishing EDMs will be observed in some experiments,
powerful tools in shedding light on the source of CP violation would be i) correlated analyses of the
EDMs for many kind of nuclei and atoms, and also ii) studies of the correlations among EDMs and flavor
violating transitions [34]. Obviously, a precise calculation of the EDMs is essential for this purpose, too.
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(c) (d)
Figure 12: Predictions for the electron (muon) EDM de (dµ) in SUSY SU(5) with right-
handed neutrinos in the (m0, M1/2) plane. The values attained by de and dµ scale with
tanβ as (tan β/25). See the caption of Fig. 10 for additional details.
However, there are two main obstacles to fully exploit the New Physics sensitivity of
the EDMs:
• Experimentally, one measures the EDMs of composite systems, as heavy atoms,
molecules or the neutron EDM while the theoretical predictions are relative to the
EDMs of constituent particles, i.e. quarks and leptons, thus a matching between
quarks and leptons EDMs into physical EDMs is necessary and this induces sizable
uncertainties related to QCD and nuclear and atomic interactions.
• From a theoretical side, the supersymmetric evaluation of the quark and lepton
EDMs has been performed only at the leading order, thus, potentially large effects
from BLO contributions have been disregarded so far.
In this paper, we have reported a detailed analysis, within supersymmetric theories, of
the hadronic and leptonic flavored EDMs, i.e. EDMs generated by flavor-violating soft
terms, at the BLO contributions, providing an answer to the second question.
As shown by the present analysis, the impact of BLO corrections to the flavored
EDMs, when arising from (tan β-enhanced) non-holomorphic contributions, can be very
important. We have pointed out the existence of new contributions to the EDMs that
can arise only at the two-loop level, thanks to the inclusion of (tan β-enhanced) non-
holomorphic corrections. In fact, at one-loop level, certain contributions to the EDMs are
absent (as it happens for the charged-Higgs mediated EDMs) or completely negligible (as
for the chargino mediated EDMs). In the above cases, if new sources of flavor violation are
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present, two-loop effects do not represent just sub-leading corrections to the corresponding
one-loop effects but, on the contrary, they provide the largely dominant effects.
Moreover, the most important result of our work is that these two-loop effects (from
charged-Higgs and chargino exchanges, respectively), previously neglected in the liter-
ature, are systematically comparable to and often larger than the one-loop effects from
gluino exchanges in a broad region of the SUSY parameter space. This result is in contrast
to what typically happens in flavor-changing neutral current transitions. For instance, in
the b → sγ transition, the leading contributions from charged-Higgs and charginos arise
already at the one-loop level and BLO effects can only provide a sub-leading correction to
the leading order result. Moreover, altough BLO effects to the EDMs arise from (tanβ-
enhanced) non-holomorphic contributions, they turn out to be very important for the
entire allowed range of tanβ.
As a result, the evaluation of the BLO effects to the (C)EDMs presented in this work is
an essential step forward towards a correct prediction for the (C)EDMs in supersymmetric
theories with flavor-violating soft terms. This point has been explicitly demonstrated in
Section 4 for the case of a SUSY SU(5) theory with right-handed neutrinos.
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A Effective Interactions beyond the Leading Order
The impact of non-holomorphic (tanβ-enhanced) Yukawa couplings has been already
discussed in various processes [23, 35–37]. However, in spite of their importance, a sys-
tematic analysis including general flavor structures and CP-violating phases has not been
accomplished yet. In this section we derive various effective couplings induced by the
tanβ-enhanced radiative corrections with explicit CP phase dependence.
The derivation of the effective couplings is performed by means of the following proce-
dure [23,36]: i) evaluation of the one-loop induced coefficients for the dimension-four op-
erators, which modify the Yukawa couplings, in the MI approximations, ii) determination
of the unitary matrices that diagonalize perturbatively the quark and lepton mass matri-
ces, treating the flavor-violating one-loop corrections as small parameters. At this step,
we specify the relation between the tree-level (bare) couplings, that appear in the tree-
level Lagrangian, and the observed (physical) parameters, iii) derivation of the relevant
effective couplings in the basis where the quarks and leptons are in the mass eigenstates
while the squarks and sleptons are in the flavor eigenstates.
In the next subsection we address the points i) and ii) while in the last two subsections
we focus on the point iii).
A.1 Non-holomorphic Yukawa Couplings
In the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetric limit, the interaction Lagrangian for the Higgs and
matter fields is expressed by
L = u0Ri
[
yuiV ijH2 − (ǫuV )ijH†1
]
q0Lj + d
0
Ri
[
ydiδijH1 − ǫdijH†2
]
q0Lj
+ e0Ri
[
yeiδijH1 − ǫeijH†2
]
l0Lj + h.c., (62)
where V and yf are CKM matrix and Yukawa couplings, respectively, in the bare CKM
basis and ǫfij (f = u, d, e) are the non-holomorphic radiative terms, which are gener-
ated when heavy SUSY particles are integrated out from the effective theory. Here, the
conjugate fields are defined as
H†2a ≡ ǫab(H2b)∗, H†1a ≡ ǫab(H1b)∗ . (63)
The non-holomorphic radiative corrections are generated at one-loop level and they are
reported in Appendix C. Notice that Eq. (62) contains both the corrections for the fermion
mass matrices and the vertex corrections for Higgs couplings.
After the electroweak symmetry breaking, we obtain the fermion mass matrices which
are diagonalized by the unitary matrices through
muiδij + (δmu)ij =
vsβ√
2
yui
(
δij + t
−1
β ǫ
u
ij
) ≡ (U †uRmˆuUuL)ij ,
mdiδij + (δmd)ij = −
vcβ√
2
ydi
(
δij − tβǫdij
) ≡ (U †dRmˆdUdL)ij ,
meiδij + (δme)ij = −
vcβ√
2
yei
(
δij − tβǫeij
) ≡ (U †eRmˆeUeL)ij , (64)
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where sβ = sin β, cβ = cos β, tβ = sin β/ cosβ and v = 2mW/g2 while mˆfi stands for the
mass eigenvalues with Uf (with f = uL, uR, dL, dR, eL, eR) being the unitary matrices that
diagonalize the quark and lepton mass matrices. In the above equations, hat and bar
symbols refer to diagonal matrices and bare quantities, respectively. The physical SCKM
basis is obtained by the unitary transformations
uL = UuLV u
0
L, dL = UdLd
0
L, eL = UeLe
0
L, fR = UfRf
0
R (f = u, d, e) , (65)
and the CKM matrix is expressed by
V = UuLV U
†
dL
. (66)
In order to include the above threshold corrections to the Yukawa couplings, we need to
derive, for a given SUSY spectrum, the bare parameters (according to Eqs. (64) and (66))
that correctly reproduce physical quantities.
After that, the effective couplings among quarks and leptons (in the mass eigenstates)
with the Higgses are found performing the unitary transformations of Eq. (65) on Eq. (62).
The procedure for the numerical calculation is summarized in Appendix C. In the fol-
lowing, we derive the analytical expressions for ǫfij (f = u, d, e) and Uf (f = uL, uR, dL, dR,
eL, eR) using the mass insertion (MI) approximation to explicitly show their parameter
dependences on the flavor structures of the MSSM. A comparison between the numerical
results obtained by means of the MI approximation and the full computation shows that
the two approaches are fully consistent provided the MI parameters are small enough, as
expected.
The calculation of the loop induced non-holomorphic Yukawa couplings requires to
specify the SUSY spectrum, which depends on the bare Yukawa couplings through the
left-right mixing terms in the sfermion mass matrices. Therefore, it is useful to perform
the calculation using the MI parameters defined in the SCKM basis for bare Yukawa
couplings (bare SCKM basis). Clearly, physical observables do not depend on the choice
of the basis and we express the MI parameters and the effective vertices for squarks in
the bare SCKM basis, just for convenience.
With an appropriate redefinition of the quark fields and the bare CKM matrix, the
unitary matrices can take the following form,
UdR = e
−iθˆdVdR , UdL = VdL , UuR = e
−iθˆuVuR, UuL = VuL , (67)
where the diagonal components of Vf(f = dR, dL, uR, uL) are real. In the following, we
refer to this basis as the bare SCKM basis. The formulae given in Section 3 are valid
for the bare MI parameters defined in this basis. The MI parameters defined in the bare
SCKM basis can be related to those defined in the physical SCKM basis by the following
unitary transformation
(δfXX)
phys
ij =
(
UfX (δ
f
XX)
bareU †fX
)
ij
, (68)
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where X = L,R, f = d, u and i, j are flavor indeces. In practice, their difference can be
safely neglected as long as the off-diagonal components of the unitary matrices UfX and
their phase factors are small enough.
In the SM, the quark and lepton mass matrices show an highly hierarchical structure
and only the Yukawa couplings of the third generations induce large radiative correc-
tions. To pick up them, we define a projection operator ∆ = diag(0, 0, 1). Under the
approximations mentioned above, the corrections for the quark and lepton masses are
parameterized as
(δmu)ij = muiǫ
′
gi
t−1β δij +
ǫ′LRijt
−1
β
6
mt(δ
u
RR∆δ
u
LL)ij −
ǫ′Rjit
−1
β
3
(δuRR)ijmuj
−mui
[
ǫ′Lijt
−1
β
3
(δuLL)ij − ǫ′Y t−1β (V∆V
†
)ij +
ǫ′LY kt
−1
β
3
V ik(δ
d
LL∆V
†
)kj
]
,
(δmd)ij = mdiǫgitβδij +
ǫLRijtβ
6
mb(δ
d
RR∆δ
d
LL)ij −
ǫRjitβ
3
(δdRR)ijmdj
−mdi
[
ǫLijtβ
3
(δdLL)ij − ǫY tβ(V
†
∆V )ij +
ǫLY ktβ
3
(V
†
)ik(δ
u
LL∆V )kj
]
,
(δme)ij = meiǫ
e
gi
tβδij +
ǫeLRijtβ
6
mτ (δ
e
RR∆δ
e
LL)ij
−ǫ
e
Rjitβ
3
(δeRR)ijmej −mei
ǫeLijtβ
3
(δeLL)ij, (69)
where the loop factors are given in Appendix B and a summation over the index k is
assumed in Eq. (69). Assuming equal SUSY masses, it turns out that ǫLR = ǫL = ǫR =
ǫg = ǫ
′
LR = ǫ
′
L = ǫ
′
R = ǫ
′
g = sign(µM3) × αs/3π, ǫY = ǫLY = −sign(µAt) × y2t /32π2 and
ǫ′Y = ǫ
′
LY = −sign(µAb) × y2b/32π2 for quarks. For leptons, ǫeg = ǫeL = −sign(µM2) ×
3α2/16π, ǫ
e
LR = sign(µM1)× αY /8π and ǫeR = 0.
Next, we derive the approximate expressions for the unitary matrices UdR and UdL
that diagonalize the down-type quark mass matrix. As stated before, it is convenient to
choose the basis where
UdR = e
−iθˆdVdR , UdL = VdL , (70)
where the phase rotation e−iθˆd has been introduced to make the quark masses real. From
Eq. (64), UdR , UdL and e
−iθˆd are determined by the following matching condition,
VdR(mˆd + δmd)V
†
dL
= mˆd e
iθˆd . (71)
Expanding VdR,L ≃ 1 + δVdR,L , we find
(δVdL)ij ≃
1
md
2
i −md2j
[
(mdi + (δm
†
d)ii)(δmd)ij + (δm
†
d)ij(mdj + (δmd)jj)
]
,
(δVdR)ij ≃
1
md2i −md2j
[
(mdi + (δmd)ii)(δm
†
d)ij + (δmd)ij(mdj + (δm
†
d)jj)
]
, (72)
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and
mdie
iθdi = mdi(1 + ǫitβ + ǫ
(2)
i t
2
β) , (73)
where
ǫitβ ≃ (δmd)ii
mdi
(i = 1, 2, 3) ,
ǫ
(2)
i t
2
β ≃ −
(δmd)i3(δmd)3i
(1 + ǫ3tβ) mdimb
(i = 1, 2) ,
ǫ
(2)
3 t
2
β ≃ −2
∑
i=1,2
(δmd)i3(δmd)3i
(1 + ǫ3tβ)m
2
b
. (74)
In the expression of ǫ
(2)
i t
2
β, we have systematically neglected subdominant terms of order
O(|(δmd)i3|2/m2b) because always negligible. Moreover, we have also neglected the second-
order terms in the expansion of the unitary matrices VdL and VdR; this approximation is
valid as long as the MI parameters are significantly lesser than one.
Notice that Eq. (73) determines the phase factor θdi and relates bare and physical
quark masses in the following way,
mdi =
mdi
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β|
, θdi = arg(1 + ǫitβ + ǫ
(2)
i t
2
β) . (75)
Using the parameterization of Eq. (69), we derive
(δVdL)3i ≃ −
ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i +
ǫY tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V 3i − mdi
mb
zRiǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdRR)3i ,
(δVdR)i3 ≃
ǫR3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR)i3 −
mdi
mb
zY iǫY
∗tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
V
∗
3i +
mdi
mb
zLiǫL
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdLL)i3 , (76)
and
ǫi = ǫgi +
ǫLRii
6
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii ,−
ǫLY i
3
(δdLL∆V )ii ,
ǫ
(2)
i = −
ǫL3iǫR3i
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii +
ǫY ǫR3i
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆V )ii
+
ǫY (ǫLi3 − ǫL3i + ǫLY i)
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL∆V )ii , (77)
for i = 1, 2 and
ǫ3 = ǫg3 + ǫY −
∑
i=1,2
ǫLY i
3
(V
†
∆δdLL)ii ,
ǫ
(2)
3 = 2
∑
i=1,2
(
− ǫL3iǫR3i
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii +
ǫY ǫR3i
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR∆V )ii
)
. (78)
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The parameters zY , zR and zL appearing in the above expressions are defined in Ap-
pendix B. Although terms proportional to these parameters are suppressed by the light
quark masses (and thus negligible in many cases), they are still relevant for the calculation
of the (C)EDMs when these arise from J
(q)
LL.
The components of the bare CKM matrix can be expressed as a combination of physical
CKM matrix elements and mass insertion parameters. In Eq. (66), the contribution from
UuL is negligible due to the suppression of t
−1
β as will be seen later. Thus, the components
of the bare CKM matrix are given as
V 3i ≃ 1 + ǫ3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V3i − ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i
−mdi
mb
zRi(1 + ǫ3tβ)ǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdRR)3i ,
V i3 ≃ 1 + ǫ
∗
3tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
(1− pi)Vi3 + ǫL
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdLL)i3
+
mdi
mb
z∗Ri(1 + ǫ
∗
3tβ)ǫR3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR)i3 − Vij(δV ∗dL)3j , (79)
where ǫ3 = ǫ3 − ǫY and
pi =
ǫY
∗tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
(
1 +
V ∗3i
Vi3
)
, (80)
where i 6= j with i, j = 1, 2. Although p1 ≃ O(ǫtβ) is comparable to other terms in
Eq. (79), we set hereafter pi = 0, for simplicity. In terms of the physical CKM matrix,
Eqs. (76) and (77) can be rewritten as
(δVdL)3i ≃ −
ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i +
ǫY tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V3i − mdi
mb
zRiǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdRR)3i,
(δVdR)i3 ≃
ǫR3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR)i3 −
mdi
mb
zY iǫY
∗tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
V ∗3i +
mdi
mb
zLiǫL
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdLL)i3, (81)
where zL and zR are defined in Appendix B and
ǫi = ǫgi +
ǫLRii
6
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii −
ǫLY i
3
(δdLL∆V )ii,
ǫ
(2)
i = −
ǫL3iǫR3i
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii +
ǫY ǫR3i
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
mb
mdi
(δdRR∆V )ii , (82)
for i = 1, 2 and
ǫ3 = ǫg3 + ǫY −
∑
i=1,2
ǫLY i(1 + ǫ
∗
3tβ)
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(V †∆δdLL)ii ,
ǫ
(2)
3 = 2
∑
i=1,2
(
− ǫL3iǫR3i
9(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR∆δ
d
LL)ii +
ǫY ǫR3i
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdRR∆V )ii
)
. (83)
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In the above expression for ǫ
(2)
i , we have omitted terms proportional to ǫY ǫLi3 and ǫY
∗ǫL
∗
3i
since they vanish for degenerate squarks and vanishing flavor-conserving CP phases.
Turning to the up-type quarks, a similar calculation can be implemented and the re-
lated expressions are obtained by the corresponding expressions for the down-type quarks
by exchanging V (tβ) with V
†
(t−1β ). We define unitary matrices as
UuR = e
−iθˆuVuR, UuL = VuL , (84)
and we match the bare Yukawa couplings with physical masses. In contrast to the case of
down-type quarks, the corrections for up-type quark masses are suppressed by tanβ,
mui =
mui
|1 + ǫ′it−1β |
, θui = arg(1 + ǫ
′
it
−1
β ), (85)
where
ǫ′i = ǫ
′
gi
+
ǫ′LRii
6
mt
mui
(δuRR∆δ
u
LL)ii −
ǫ′LY i
3
(δdLL∆V
†
)ii (i = 1, 2) ,
ǫ′3 = ǫ
′
g3
+ ǫ′Y −
∑
i=1,2
ǫ′LY i
3
(V∆δdLL)ii , (86)
and ǫ′3 = ǫ
′
3 − ǫ′Y . In the above expression, while terms proportional to t−2β can be
safely neglected, those proportional to t−1β should be retained. In fact, the ǫ
′
i parameter in
Eq. (85) is related to the vertex corrections for the up quark couplings with Higgs, leading
to tanβ-enhanced corrections, as we will discuss in the next subsection. Concerning the
unitary matrices, by means of the parameterization of Eq. (69), we find
(VuL)3i ≃ −
1
3
ǫ′L3it
−1
β (δ
u
LL)3i + ǫ
′
Y t
−1
β
[
1 + ǫ3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V ∗i3 +
ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i
]
−mui
mt
z′Ri
3
ǫR
∗
3it
−1
β (δ
u
RR)3i ,
(VuR)i3 ≃
1
3
ǫ′R3it
−1
β (δ
u
RR)i3 −
mui
mt
z′Y i
3
t−1β ǫ
′
Y
∗
[
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
Vi3 +
ǫL
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdLL)i3
]
+
mui
mt
z′Li
3
ǫ′L
∗
3it
−1
β (δ
u
LL)i3 , (87)
where terms proportional to t−2β are safely neglected and z
′
Y , z
′
L and z
′
R are defined in
Appendix B.
The same formalism used for the quarks applies to the leptons, too. In particular, the
unitary matrices that diagonalize the lepton mass matrix can be defined as
UeR = e
−iθˆeVeR, UeL = VeL , (88)
and the phase factors, which make the lepton masses real, and the corrections to the
lepton masses can be parameterized as
mei =
mei
|1 + ǫei tβ + ǫe(2)i t2β |
, θei = arg(1 + ǫ
e
i tβ + ǫ
e(2)
i t
2
β) . (89)
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With the parameters in Eq. (69), we find
(δVeL)3i ≃ −
ǫeL3itβ
3(1 + ǫe3tβ)
(δeLL)3i ,
(δVeR)i3 ≃
ǫeR3itβ
3(1 + ǫe3tβ)
(δeRR)i3 , (90)
and
ǫei = ǫ
e
gi
+
ǫeLRii
6
mτ
mei
(δeRR∆δ
e
LL)ii (i = 1, 2) ,
ǫ
e(2)
i = −
ǫeL3iǫ
e
R3i
9(1 + ǫe3tβ)
mτ
mei
(δeRR∆δ
e
LL)ii (i = 1, 2) ,
ǫ
e(2)
3 = −2
∑
i=1,2
ǫeL3iǫ
e
R3i
9(1 + ǫe3tβ)
(δeRR∆δ
e
LL)ii , (91)
and ǫe3 = ǫ
e
g3
.
A.2 Effective Higgs Interactions
We are now ready to derive the effective interactions of matter fields at the BLO. In this
subsection, we consider the interactions of fermions with Higgs fields. The effective cou-
plings in the physical CKM basis are obtained by performing the unitary transformations
of Eq. (65) to the Higgs couplings with quarks in the bare SCKM basis, which is described
by Eq. (62).
For charged Higgs interactions, we obtain
Leff = g2mui√
2mW
t−1β
(
CH
±
dL
)
ij
uRidLjH
+ +
g2mdj√
2mW
tβ
(
CH
±
dR
)
ij
uLidRjH
+
+
g2mej√
2mW
tβ
(
CH
±
eR
)
ij
νLieRjH
+ + h.c. , (92)
where
(CH
±
dL
)ij =
1
mui
(UuRmuU
†
uL
V )ij(1 + t
2
β)− Vijt2β, (93)
(CH
±
dR
)ij =
1
mdj
(V UdLmdU
†
dR
)ij(1 + t
−2
β )− Vijt−2β , (94)
(CH
±
eR
)ij =
1
mej
(UeLmeU
†
eR
)ij(1 + t
−2
β )− δijt−2β . (95)
In the above expressions, the non-holomorphic Yukawa terms ǫd,u,eij are expressed by the
Yukawa couplings and the unitary matrices through Eq. (64), then terms proportional
to t2β or t
−2
β in Eqs. (93-95) come from the one-loop vertex corrections for charged Higgs
couplings while the remaining terms are generated by the mass term corrections. Notice
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that, in the limit of Uf = 1 (f = dL, dR, uL, uR, eL, eR) and mf = mf (f = u, d, e), the
vertex corrections are vanishing, as it should be. This means that the vertex corrections
are encoded in the difference between bare and physical Yukawa couplings and in the
deviation of unitary matrices from the identity matrix. Especially, we need to keep tanβ-
suppressed terms in UuL , UuR and mu for C
H±
dL
.
Neutral Higgs interactions with quarks and leptons are obtained in a similar way by
Leff = −
gmf i
2sβcβmW
(CHafL )ijfRifLjHa + h.c. , (96)
where
(CHauL )ij =
1
mui
(UuRmuU
†
uL
)ija
a∗ + δijsβb
a
1
∗ , (97)
(CHadL )ij = −
1
mdi
(UdRmdU
†
dL
)ija
a + δijcβb
a
2
∗ , (98)
(CHaeL )ij = −
1
mei
(UeRmeU
†
eL
)ija
a + δijcβb
a
2
∗ , (99)
with aa ≡ cβba2∗− sβba1. The Higgs fields H01 and H02 are expanded as linear combinations
of mass eigenstates Ha = h,H,A, and the coefficients b
a
1 and b
a
2 are defined as
H01 =
1√
2
(vcβ + b
a
1Ha), H
0
2 =
1√
2
(vsβ + b
a
2Ha) . (100)
If there is no CP violation in the Higgs sector, ba1 = {−sα, cα, isβ}, ba2 = {cα, sα, icβ},
aa = {cα−β, sα−β, − i} and then we can identify h and H as the CP-even Higgs bosons
and A as a the CP-even Higgs boson. In the presence of CP violation, mass eigenstates
can not be assigned with CP charges, and all of the above coefficients become complex
numbers as
ba1 = O1a + isβO3a, ba2 = O2a + icβO3a, (101)
where the derivation of the matrix Oia can be found in Refs. [38, 39].
To calculate the physical observables keeping their dependence on the flavor- and CP-
violating parameters in the MSSM, it is useful to derive analytical approximate formulae
for these vertices. Since the unitary matrices and tree-level Yukawa couplings are already
derived by means of MI parameters and loop factors, we can easily derive the expressions
for the desired vertices. Here, we present only the vertices that are relevant for the
calculations of the flavored EDMs.
In the calculation of quark (C)EDMs, flavor-violating quark couplings with the charged
Higgs have a very important role, as shown in Ref. [12]. The corrections to the Higgs
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couplings with quarks, induced by the non-holomorphic Yukawa couplings, are given as
(CH
±
dR
)3i ≃ mdi
mdi
eiθdiV 3i +
mb
mdi
eiθdi(VdR)
∗
i3
≃ e
iθdi
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β|
[
1 + ǫ3tβ − zY ∗i ǫY tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V3i − (1− zL
∗
i )ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i
]
+
ǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
eiθdi
|1 + ǫ∗3tβ|
mb
mdi
(δdRR)3i , (102)
(CH
±
dL
)3i ≃ (1− ǫ′3tβ)V3i − t2β
∑
j 6=3
(VuL)3jVji
≃
[
1− ǫ′3tβ +
ǫY ǫ
′
Y t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
]
V3i +
[
1
3
ǫ′L3itβ −
ǫ′Y ǫL3jt
2
β
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
]
(δdLL)3i , (103)
for i = 1, 2. Here terms proportional to z′X (X = R,L, Y ) are neglected since they
are suppressed by mui/mt, thus, irrelevant. The last term in Eq. (102) is significantly
enhanced by the bottom Yukawa coupling (through the mass corrections for down-type
quarks); the enhancement factor (mb/mdi) and the appearance of an extra tβ factor par-
tially compensate the suppression arising from the loop factor and the MI parameters.
As a result, these flavor-violating terms can become comparable in size to the tree-level
couplings and with a different phase.
For light up-type quarks, the couplings with the charged Higgs are given by
(CH
±
dR
)i3 ≃ mb
mb
eiθbV i3
≃ e
iθb
|1 + ǫ3tβ |
[
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
Vi3 +
ǫL
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdLL)i3
]
, (104)
(CH
±
dL
)i3 ≃ (1− ǫ′itβ)Vi3 + t2β
∑
j 6=i
(V †uL)ijVj3 +
mt
mui
(UuR)i3t
2
β
≃
[
1− ǫ′itβ + ǫ′Y ∗tβ +
ǫY
∗ǫ′Y
∗t2β
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
]
Vi3
−
[
1
3
ǫ′L
∗
i3tβ −
ǫ′Y
∗ǫL
∗
3jt
2
β
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
]
(δdLL)i3 +
1
3
ǫ′R3itβ
mt
mui
(δuRR)i3 , (105)
for i = 1, 2. In the above derivation, we have assumed (δuLLV )3i ≃ (δdLLV )3i ≃ (δdLL)3i
and terms proportional to z′X (X = R,L, Y ) have been neglected. The tan β-enhanced
corrections appear from the vertex corrections in contrast to the case of down-quarks,
where the corrections come from the mass corrections, and especially the last term of
Eq. (105) is enhanced by the large top quark mass.
For the neutral Higgs interactions, flavor-violating interactions are expressed in a
similar way. Moreover, flavor-conserving CP-violating interactions appear at the BLO
and they are important for the calculation of Higgs mediated CP-violating four-Fermi
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interactions. In the limit of large tan β and mA, these couplings are expressed as
(CHdL)ii ≃
e−iθdi
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β|
(
1 +
mb
mdi
(VdR∆V
†
dL
)ii
)
≃ e
−iθdi
|1 + ǫitβ + ǫ(2)i t2β|
(
1− ǫ
(2)
i t
2
β
1 + ǫ3tβ
)
(i = 1, 2) , (106)
(CAdL)ii ≃ i(CHdL)ii, (107)
(CHuL)ii ≃ −c2β (1− ǫ′itβ), (108)
(CAuL)ii ≃ ic2β (1 + ǫ′itβ) , (109)
and (ChdL)ii ≃ (ChuL)ii ≃ sβcβ since the lightest Higgs boson behaves as the SM Higgs
boson in this limit. As we can see from Eq. (106), CP-violating interactions between
down-type quarks and the Higgses H and A can arise from i) diagonal corrections to the
quark mass matrix (e−iθi), an effect which has been already discussed in the literature,
or ii) from the combination ((VdR∆V
†
dL
)ii), i.e. from pure flavor-violating effects to the
quark mass matrix.
Although these last effects are suppressed by small flavor-violating parameters, they
are highly enhanced by the heaviest quark Yukawas thus, they can provide potentially
large effects.
A.3 Effective Fermion-Sfermion Interactions
The effects of non-holomorphic corrections appear not only in the interactions with Higgs
bosons but also in those with the Higgsino and gauginos. Here we discussed the effective
vertices including the BLO tanβ-enhanced corrections.
First of all, we need to specify the basis in which we work. In our convention, while
quarks are expressed in the mass eigenstates, we adopt the bare SCKM basis for squarks
and flavor eigenstates for gauginos and Higgsinos to keep the dependence of flavor and
CP-violating parameters. Thus, the left-right mixing terms proportional to the µ term
in the squark mass matrices become flavor blind (see Eqs. (133) and (136)) while BLO
corrections induce flavor-violating couplings even for neutral SUSY particles such as the
gluino and neutralinos. If we use physical SCKM basis, these couplings with neutral
particles become flavor blind but there appear non-trivial flavor violations in the left-
right squark mixing terms. Obviously, physical observables do not depend on the choice
of the squark basis. In Appendix C, we also provide the relevant vertices for all particles
in mass eigenstates.
First, gluino interactions are modified by the BLO corrections as
− Lg˜int = (C g˜qL)ij q˜∗Li g˜
a
RtaqLj + (C
g˜
qR
)ij q˜
∗
Ri
g˜
a
LtaqRj + h.c., (110)
where
(C g˜qL)ij =
√
2gs(U
†
qL
)ij,
(C g˜qR)ij = −
√
2gs(U
†
qR
)ij (111)
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with q = u, d. The flavor-mixing terms are generated by the mismatch between the
bare and physical SCKM bases. It is worth mentioning that even the flavor-conserving
couplings can have CP-violating phases at the BLO due to the phases θq in the unitary
matrix UqR.
The charginos are the mass eigenstates of charged Higgsino and wino, which are mixed
each other after the electroweak symmetry breaking. Including the BLO corrections, the
vertices of these charged Higgsino and wino are given by
− Lχ˜±int = (CW˜
±
dL
)iju˜
∗
LiW˜
−
RdLj + (C
H˜±
dL
)ij u˜
∗
RiH˜
−
2RdLj + (C
H˜±
dR
)iju˜
∗
LiH˜
−
1LdRj
+(CW˜
±
uL
)ij d˜
∗
LiW˜
+
RuLj + (C
H˜±
uL
)ij d˜
∗
RiH˜
+
1RuLj + (C
H˜±
uR
)ijd˜
∗
LiH˜
+
2LuRj
+(CW˜
±
eL
)ij ν˜
∗
LiW˜
−
ReLj + (C
H˜±
eR
)ij ν˜
∗
LiH˜
−
1LeRj
+(CW˜
±
νL
)ij e˜
∗
LiW˜
+
RνLj + (C
H˜±
νL
)ij e˜
∗
RiH˜
+
1RνLj
+ h.c. , (112)
where
(CW˜
±
dL
)ij = g2(U
†
uL
V )ij ,
(CH˜
±
dL
)ij = −(yˆuU †uLV )ij ,
(CH˜
±
dR
)ij = (U
†
uL
V UdL yˆdU
†
dR
)ij ,
(CW˜
±
uL
)ij = g2(U
†
dL
V †)ij ,
(CH˜
±
uL
)ij = (yˆdU
†
dL
V †)ij ,
(CH˜
±
uR
)ij = −(U †dLV †UuL yˆuU †uR)ij ,
(CW˜
±
eL
)ij = g2(U
†
eL
)ij ,
(CH˜
±
eR
)ij = (yˆeU
†
eR
)ij ,
(CW˜
±
νL
)ij = g2δij,
(CH˜
±
νL
)ij = (yˆe)ij . (113)
The couplings of neutralinos, which are composed by bino, wino and neutral Higgsinos,
are given by
− Lχ˜0int = (CW˜
0
dL
)ij d˜
∗
LiW˜
0
RdLj + (C
B˜
dL
)ij d˜
∗
LiB˜RdLj + (C
B˜
dR
)ijd˜
∗
RiB˜LdRj
+(CH˜
0
dL
)ijd˜
∗
RiH˜
0
2RdLj + (C
H˜0
dR
)ijd˜
∗
LiH˜
0
1LdRj
+(CW˜
0
uL
)iju˜
∗
LiW˜
0
RuLj + (C
B˜
uL
)ij u˜
∗
LiB˜RuLj + (C
B˜
uR
)iju˜
∗
RiB˜LuRj
+(CH˜
0
uL
)iju˜
∗
RiH˜
0
1RuLj + (C
H˜0
uR
)ij u˜
∗
LiH˜
0
2LuRj
+(CW˜
0
eL
)ij e˜
∗
LiW˜
0
ReLj + (C
B˜
eL
)ij e˜
∗
LiB˜ReLj + (C
B˜
eR
)ij e˜
∗
RiB˜LeRj
+(CH˜
0
eL
)ij e˜
∗
RiH˜
0
2ReLj + (C
H˜0
eR
)ij e˜
∗
LiH˜
0
1LeRj
+(CW˜
0
νL
)ij ν˜
∗
LiW˜
0
RνLj + (C
B˜
νL
)ij ν˜
∗
LiB˜RνLj + h.c. , (114)
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where
(CW˜
0
dL
)ij = −
√
2g2
2
(U †dL)ij ,
(CB˜dL)ij =
√
2gY YqL(U
†
dL
)ij ,
(CB˜dR)ij =
√
2gY YdR(U
†
dR
)ij ,
(CH˜
0
dL
)ij = −(yˆdU †dL)ij ,
(CH˜
0
dR
)ij = −(yˆdU †dR)ij ,
(CW˜
0
uL
)ij =
√
2g2
2
(U †uL)ij ,
(CB˜uL)ij =
√
2gY YqL(U
†
uL
)ij ,
(CB˜uR)ij =
√
2gY YuR(U
†
uR
)ij ,
(CH˜
0
uL
)ij = (yˆuU
†
uL
)ij ,
(CH˜
0
uR
)ij = (yˆuU
†
uR
)ij
(CW˜
0
eL
)ij = −
√
2g2
2
(U †eL)ij ,
(CB˜eL)ij =
√
2gY YlL(U
†
eL
)ij ,
(CB˜eR)ij =
√
2gY YeR(U
†
eR
)ij ,
(CH˜
0
eL
)ij = −(yˆeU †eL)ij ,
(CH˜
0
eR
)ij = −(yˆeU †eR)ij ,
(CW˜
0
νL
)ij =
√
2g2
2
δij ,
(CB˜νL)ij =
√
2gY YlLδij , (115)
where YqL = 1/6, YdR = 1/3, YuR = −2/3, YlL = −1/2 and YeR = 1.
It is easy to see the parameter dependence of these effective couplings just considering
the approximate expressions for the unitary matrices. For example, flavor-violating gluino
interactions with down-type quarks can be written as
(C g˜dL)3i ≃
√
2gs
[
ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i −
ǫY tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
V3i +
mdi
mb
zRiǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdRR)3i
]
, (116)
(C g˜dR)3i ≃ −
√
2gs e
iθdi
[
ǫR
∗
3itβ
3(1 + ǫ∗3tβ)
(δdRR)3i
−mdi
mb
zY
∗
i ǫY tβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
V3i +
mdi
mb
zL
∗
i ǫL3itβ
3(1 + ǫ3tβ)
(δdLL)3i
]
, (117)
for i = 1, 2, and the flavor conserving couplings of the right-handed down-type quarks
have CP phases as (C g˜dR)ii = −
√
2gs e
iθdi , in our convention.
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To discuss the down-type quark (C)EDMs, it may be convenient to take the basis of
left-handed up squarks same as that of left-handed down squarks. In that case, effective
couplings CW˜
±
dL
and CH˜
±
dR
should be replaced by CW˜
0
dL
and CH˜
0
dR
, respectively, and also the
left-right mixing mass term of up squarks is given by
− L = (m2RL)ij u˜∗Riu˜Lj + h.c. , (118)
where
(m2RL)ij ≃ −mui(Au + µ∗ cot β)(UuLV U †dL)ij . (119)
Here, the A terms are assumed to be proportional to the Yukawa couplings as (au)ij ≃
Auyui in the bare SCKM basis.
B Loop Factors
In Appendix A, non-holomorphic Yukawa corrections are expressed by the combination
of mass insertion parameters and loop factors. Here, we present the expression for the
loop factors.
For down quarks, the loop factors are given by
ǫgi =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3 I3(|M3|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Ri
)− 3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2d˜Li)
− αY
144π
µ∗M∗1
[
2I3(|M1|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Ri
) + 3I3(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2d˜Li) + 6I3(|M1|
2, |µ|2, m2
d˜Ri
)
]
,
ǫLij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
q˜ I4(|M2| , m2d˜Ri , m
2
d˜Li
, m2
d˜Lj
)− 3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2m
2
q˜ I4(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Lj
)
− αY
72π
µ∗M∗1m
2
q˜
[
I4(|M1|2, m2d˜Ri , m
2
d˜Li
, m2
d˜Lj
) + 3I4(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Lj
)
]
,
ǫRij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
d˜
I4(|M3|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Ri
, m2
d˜Rj
)
− αY
72π
µ∗M∗1m
2
d˜
[
I4(|M1|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
d˜Ri
, m2
d˜Rj
) + 3I4(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2d˜Ri , m
2
d˜Rj
)
]
,
ǫLRij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
d˜
m2q˜ I5(|M3|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
b˜L
, m2
d˜Ri
, m2
b˜R
)
− αY
72π
µ∗M∗1m
2
d˜
m2q˜ I5(|M1|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
b˜L
, m2
d˜Ri
, m2
b˜R
) ,
ǫY = − α2
16π
m2t
m2W
A∗tµ
∗
(
1 +
1
t2β
)
I3(|µ|2, m2t˜R, m2t˜L) ,
ǫLY i = −
α2
16π
m2t
m2W
A∗tµ
∗
(
1 +
1
t2β
)
m2q˜ I4(|µ|2, m2t˜R , m2t˜L , m2u˜Li ) . (120)
The functions I3, I4 and I5 are defined in Appendix E.
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For the up quarks, the loop factors are
ǫ′gi =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3 I3(|M3|2, m2u˜Li , m2u˜Ri)−
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Li)
+
αY
144π
µ∗M∗1
[
4I3(|M1|2, m2d˜Li , m
2
u˜Ri
) + 3I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Li)− 12I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Ri)
]
,
ǫ′Lij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
q˜ I4(|M3|2, m2u˜Ri, m2u˜Li , m2u˜Lj )−
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2m
2
q˜ I4(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Li, m2u˜Lj )
+
αY
144π
µ∗M∗1m
2
q˜
[
4I4(|M1|2, m2u˜Ri , m2u˜Li, m2u˜Lj ) + 3I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Li , m2u˜Lj)
]
,
ǫ′Rij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
u˜ I4(|M3|2, m2u˜Li , m2u˜Ri , m2u˜Rj)
+
αY
36π
µ∗M∗1m
2
u˜
[
I4(|M1|2, m2u˜Li , m2u˜Ri, m2u˜Rj ) + 3I4(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2u˜Ri , m2u˜Rj)
]
,
ǫ′LRij =
αs
3π
µ∗M∗3m
2
u˜m
2
q˜ I5(|M3|2, m2u˜Li , m2t˜L , m2u˜Ri , m
2
t˜R
)
+
αY
36π
µ∗M∗1m
2
u˜m
2
q˜ I5(|M1|2, m2u˜Li, m2t˜L , m2u˜Ri , m2t˜R),
ǫ′Y = −
α2
16π
m2b
m2W
(
1 + t2β
)
I3(|µ|2, m2b˜R, m
2
b˜L
) ,
ǫ′LY = −
α2
16π
m2b
m2W
(
1 + t2β
)
m2q˜ I4(|µ|2, m2b˜R , m
2
b˜L
, m2
d˜Li
) . (121)
Concerning the expression for the off-diagonal components of the unitary matrix that
diagonalizes the quark mass matrices, it is useful to introduce some combinations of the
ǫ parameters. For down quarks, we define
zY i =
1 + ǫitβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫY
ǫY ∗
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
,
zRi =
1 + ǫitβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫRi3
ǫR
∗
3i
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
,
zLi =
1 + ǫitβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫLi3 + ǫLY i
ǫL∗3i
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫY tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
,
zRi =
1 + ǫitβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫRi3
ǫR∗3i
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
,
zLi =
1 + ǫitβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
+
ǫLi3 + ǫLY i
ǫL
∗
3i
1 + ǫ∗3tβ
1 + ǫ3tβ
, (122)
and for up quarks we define
z′Y i ≃ 1 +
ǫ′Y
ǫ′Y
∗ , z
′
Ri ≃ 1 +
ǫ′Ri3
ǫ′R
∗
3i
, z′Li ≃ 1 +
ǫ′Li3
ǫ′L
∗
3i
. (123)
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The loop factors for charged leptons are calculated as
ǫegi = −
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 I3(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Li) +
αY
16π
µ∗M∗1
[
2I3(|M1|2, m2e˜Li, m2e˜Ri)
+I3(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Li)− 2I3(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Ri)
]
,
ǫeLij = −
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2m
2
e˜ I4(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Li , m2e˜Lj)
+
αY
16π
µ∗M∗1m
2
e˜
[
2I4(|M1|2, m2e˜Ri, m2e˜Li, m2e˜Lj ) + I4(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Li , m2e˜Lj)
]
,
ǫeRij =
αY
8π
µ∗M∗1m
2
e˜
[
I4(|M1|2, m2e˜Li , m2e˜Ri, m2e˜Rj )− I4(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2e˜Ri , m2e˜Rj)
]
,
ǫeLRij =
αY
8π
µ∗M∗1m
4
e˜ I5(|M1|2, m2e˜Li , m2τ˜L , m2e˜Ri, m2τ˜R) , (124)
where the functions I3, I4 and I5 are defined in Appendix E.
C Effective Vertices for Mass Eigenstates
In this Appendix, we present the numerical procedure to derive the effective vertices for
the scalar mass eigenstates, which are used in our numerical calculation of Section 4.
First, we need to derive the non-holomorphic Yukawa corrections for a given set of
tree-level Yukawa couplings and soft SUSY-breaking parameters. To this end, we have to
diagonalize the sfermion mass matrices by means of the unitary matrix Uf˜ as
Uf˜ m
2
f˜
U †
f˜
= mˆ2
f˜
(f = q, u, d, l, e) . (125)
Using the unitary matrices and tree-level Yukawa couplings yu= yˆuV , yd= yˆd and ye= yˆe,
the non-holomorphic corrections defined in Eq. (62) are described as follow
(ǫuV )ij =
α3
3π
µ∗M∗3 (U
†
u˜)ik(Uu˜yuU
†
q˜ )kl(Uq˜)lj I3
(
|M3|2, m2u˜k, m2q˜ l
)
− 1
32π2
µ∗ (yuU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜a
†
dU
†
d˜
)kl(Ud˜)lj I3
(
|µ|2, m2q˜k, m2d˜l
)
−3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 (yuU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜)kj I3
(
|M2|2, |µ|2, m2q˜ k
)
+
αY
48π
µ∗M∗1 (yuU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜)kj I3
(
|M1|2, |µ|2, m2q˜k
)
− αY
12π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
u˜)ik(Uu˜yu)kjI3
(
|M1|2, |µ|2, m2q˜k
)
+
αY
36π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
u˜)ik(Uu˜yuU
†
q˜ )kl(Uq˜)lj I3
(
|M1|2, m2u˜k, m2q˜ l
)
, (126)
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ǫdij = −
α3
3π
µ∗M∗3 (U
†
d˜
)ik(Ud˜ydU
†
q˜ )kl(Uq˜)lj I3
(
|M3|2, m2d˜k, m2q˜ l
)
+
1
32π2
µ∗ (ydU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜a
†
uU
†
u˜)kl(Uu˜)lj I3
(
|µ|2, m2q˜k, m2u˜l
)
+
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 (ydU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜)kj I3
(
|M2|2, |µ|2, m2q˜ k
)
+
αY
48π
µ∗M∗1 (ydU
†
q˜ )ik(Uq˜)kj I3
(
|M1|2, |µ|2, m2q˜ k
)
+
αY
24π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
d˜
)ik(Ud˜yd)kjI3
(
|M1|2, |µ|2, m2q˜ k
)
+
αY
72π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
d˜
)ik(Ud˜ydU
†
q˜ )kl(Uq˜)lj I3
(
|M1|2, m2d˜k, m2q˜ l
)
, (127)
ǫeij =
3α2
16π
µ∗M∗2 (yeU
†
l˜
)ik(Ul˜)kj I3
(|M2|2, |µ|2, m2l˜ k)
− αY
16π
µ∗M∗1 (yeU
†
l˜
)ik(Ul˜)kj I3
(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2l˜ k)
+
αY
8π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
e˜ )ik(Ue˜ye)kjI3
(|M1|2, |µ|2, m2l˜ k)
−αY
8π
µ∗M∗1 (U
†
e˜ )ik(Ue˜yeU
†
l˜
)kl(Ul˜)lj I3
(|M1|2, m2e˜k, m2l˜ l) . (128)
The loop function I3(x, y, z) is defined in the Appendix E.
Mass eigenstates for quarks and leptons are determined by Eq. (64) and we can nu-
merically derive the unitary matrices Uf (f=dL, dR, uL, uR, eL, eR) which relate the mass
eigenstates and flavor eigenstates. In the procedure, tree-level Yukawa couplings must be
iteratively adjusted to reproduce experimentally-observed values of the CKM matrix and
mass eigenvalues. After the achievement of the adjustment with the desired accuracy,
tree-level Yukawa couplings are determined, which fix the SUSY spectrum, and finally
unitary matrices Uf are obtained.
Although the effective vertices among quarks/leptons and SUSY particles have already
been derived in terms of Uf and y¯f in Appendix A, we derive here these vertices also in
the mass eigenstates, for numerical convenience.
Firstly, unitary matrices that diagonalize the mass matrices of SUSY particles must
be defined. For the sfermions, the unitary matrices Uf˜ are given as
Uf˜
(
m2LL m
2†
RL
m2RL m
2
RR
)
U †
f˜
= mˆ2
f˜
, (129)
with f = d, u, e and mass eigenstates f˜I and flavor eigenstates in the bare SCKM basis
f˜i = (f˜L, f˜R) are related by
f˜I = (Uf˜)Iif˜i (I = 1, · · · , 6, i = 1, · · · , 6) . (130)
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In our convention, for up quarks
(m2LL)ij = (Vm
2
q˜V
†
)ij +
(
1
2
− 2
3
sin2 θW
)
m2Z cos 2β δij , (131)
(m2RR)ij = (m
2
u˜)ij +
2
3
sin2 θW m
2
Z cos 2β δij , (132)
(m2RL)ij = −
v sin β√
2
(
(auV
†
)ij + yuiδijµ
∗ cot β
)
, (133)
and for down quarks
(m2LL)ij = (m
2
q˜)ij +
(
−1
2
+
1
3
sin2 θW
)
m2Z cos 2β δij , (134)
(m2RR)ij = (m
2
d˜
)ij − 1
3
sin2 θW m
2
Z cos 2β δij , (135)
(m2RL)ij = −
v cos β√
2
(
adij + ydiδijµ
∗tβ
)
, (136)
in the bare SCKM basis. The mass matrix for charged sleptons can be read as
(m2LL)ij = (m
2
l˜
)ij +
(
−1
2
+ sin2 θW
)
m2Z cos 2β δij , (137)
(m2RR)ij = (m
2
e˜)ij − sin2 θW m2Z cos 2β δij , (138)
(m2RL)ij = −
v cos β√
2
(
aeij + yeiδijµ
∗tβ
)
, (139)
while that for left-handed sneutrinos is defined as
(m2LL)ij = (m
2
l˜
)ij +
1
2
m2Z cos 2β δij , (140)
and it should be diagonalized by a 3-by-3 unitary matrix.
The chargino mass matrix is diagonalized by
OR
(
M2
√
2mW cos β√
2mW sin β µ
)
O†L =
(
MC1
MC2
)
. (141)
Charginos are mixed states of charged wino and Higgsino defined as[
χ˜−1L
χ˜−2L
]
= OL
[
W˜−L
H˜−1L
]
,[
χ˜−1R
χ˜−2R
]
= OR
[
W˜−R
H˜−2R
]
, (142)
and the charge conjugate fields are defined by ψ+L/R = (ψ
−
R/L)
c and ψc = Cψ¯T .
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The neutralino mass matrix is diagonalized by
U∗N


M1 0 −mZsW cβ mZsWsβ
0 M2 mZcW cβ −mZcW sβ
−mZsW cβ mZcW cβ 0 −µ
mZsW sβ −mZcW sβ −µ 0

U †N =


MN1
MN2
MN3
MN4

(143)
This unitary matrix is easily obtained by considering the square of both sides of Eq. (143).
Neutralinos are mixed states of bino, neutral wino and Higgsinos defined by
χ˜0iL =
4∑
j=1
(UN )ij(B˜L, W˜
0
L, H˜
0
1L, H˜
0
2L)j , (144)
and χ˜0iR = (χ˜
0
iL)
c.
Using the above unitary matrices and the effective vertices in the flavor basis given in
Appendix. A, which are expressed by tree-level Yukawa couplings and unitary matrices
Uf , one can find the effective vertices in the mass eigenstates.
The couplings of the gluino to the quarks are given by
− Lg˜int = q˜∗I g˜
a
ta
[
(Γg˜qL)IjPL + (Γ
g˜
qR
)IjPR
]
qj + h.c. , (145)
where
(Γg˜qL)Ij =
√
2gs
3∑
k=1
(Uq˜)Ik(U
†
qL
)kj , (146)
(Γg˜qR)Ij = −
√
2gs
3∑
k=1
(Uq˜)Ik+3(U
†
qR
)kj . (147)
The couplings of the chargino to the quarks and leptons are given by
−Lχ˜±int = (Γχ˜
±
dL
)kIju˜
∗
I χ˜
−
RdLj + (Γ
χ˜±
dR
)kIju˜
∗
Iχ˜
−
LdRj + (Γ
χ˜±
uL
)kIjd˜
∗
I χ˜
+
RuLj + (Γ
χ˜±
uR
)kIj d˜
∗
Iχ˜
+
LuRj
+(Γχ˜
±
eL
)kIj ν˜
∗
I χ˜
−
ReLj + (Γ
χ˜±
eR
)kIj ν˜
∗
I χ˜
−
LeRj + (Γ
χ˜±
νL
)kIj e˜
∗
I χ˜
+
RνLj + h.c. , (148)
where
(Γχ˜
±
dL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(OR)k1(Uu˜)Ii(C
W˜±
dL
)ij + (OR)k2(Uu˜)Ii+3(C
H˜±
dL
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
±
dR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
(OL)k2(Uu˜)Ii(C
H˜±
dR
)ij ,
(Γχ˜
±
uL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(O∗L)k1(Ud˜)Ii(C
W˜±
uL
)ij + (O
∗
L)k2(Ud˜)Ii+3(C
H˜±
uL
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
±
uR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
(O∗R)k2(Ud˜)Ii(C
H˜±
uR
)ij , (149)
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for quarks and
(Γχ˜
±
eL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
(OR)k1(Uν˜)Ii(C
W˜±
eL
)ij ,
(Γχ˜
±
eR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
(OL)k2(Uν˜)Ii(C
H˜±
eR
)ij ,
(Γχ˜
±
νL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(O∗L)k1(Ue˜)Ii(C
W˜±
νL
)ij + (O
∗
L)k2(Ue˜)Ii+3(C
H˜±
νL
)ij
]
, (150)
for leptons. The couplings in the flavor eigenstates are defined in Eq. (113).
The couplings of the neutralino to the quarks are given by
−Lχ˜0int = (Γχ˜
0
dL
)kIjd˜
∗
I χ˜
0
RdLj + (Γ
χ˜0
dR
)kIj d˜
∗
Iχ˜
0
LdRj + (Γ
χ˜0
uL
)kIju˜
∗
I χ˜
0
RuLj + (Γ
χ˜0
uR
)kIj u˜
∗
Iχ˜
0
LuRj
+(Γχ˜
0
eL
)kIj e˜
∗
I χ˜
0
ReLj + (Γ
χ˜0
eR
)kIj e˜
∗
I χ˜
0
LeRj + (Γ
χ˜0
νL
)kIj ν˜
∗
I χ˜
0
RνLj + h.c. , (151)
where
(Γχ˜
0
dL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(UN)k1(Ud˜)Ii(C
B˜
dL
)ij + (UN)k2(Ud˜)Ii(C
W˜ 0
dL
)ij + (UN )k3(Ud˜)Ii+3(C
H˜0
dL
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
0
dR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(U∗N)k1(Ud˜)Ii+3(C
B˜
dR
)ij + (U
∗
N)k3(Ud˜)Ii(C
H˜0
dR
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
0
uL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(UN)k1(Uu˜)Ii(C
B˜
uL
)ij + (UN)k2(Uu˜)Ii(C
W˜ 0
uL
)ij + (UN)k4(Uu˜)Ii+3(C
H˜0
uL
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
0
uR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(U∗N)k1(Uu˜)Ii+3(C
B˜
uR
)ij + (U
∗
N)k4(Uu˜)Ii(C
H˜0
uR
)ij
]
, (152)
for quarks and
(Γχ˜
0
eL
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(UN)k1(Ue˜)Ii(C
B˜
eL
)ij + (UN)k2(Ue˜)Ii(C
W˜ 0
eL
)ij + (UN )k3(Ue˜)Ii+3(C
H˜0
eL
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
0
eR
)kIj =
3∑
i=1
[
(U∗N)k1(Ue˜)Ii+3(C
B˜
eR
)ij + (U
∗
N)k3(Ue˜)Ii(C
H˜0
eR
)ij
]
,
(Γχ˜
0
νL
)kIj =
[ 3∑
i=1
(UN)k1(Uν˜)Ii(C
B˜
νL
)ij + (UN)k2(Uν˜)Ii(C
W˜ 0
νL
)ij
]
, (153)
for leptons. The couplings in the flavor eigenstates are defined in Eq. (115).
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D (C)EDMs Formulae for Mass Eigenstates
Here, we present the full expressions for the quark (C)EDMs and lepton EDMs in the
mass eigenstates basis using, in particular, the effective vertices derived in the previous
section.
The gluino-mediated contributions read
{
ddi, d
c
di
}
g˜
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
1
m2
d˜j
Im
[
M3 (Γ
g˜
dL
)ji
∗
(Γg˜dR)ji
]{
f
(0)
3 (xj) , f
(0)
2 (xj)
}
, (154)
where xj = |M3|2/m2d˜j. The chargino-mediated contributions read
{
ddi, d
c
di
}
χ˜±
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
2∑
k=1
MCk
m2u˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
±
dL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
±
dR
)kji
]{
f
(0)
5
(
xkj
)
, f
(0)
0
(
xkj
)}
, (155)
where xkj = M
2
Ck/m
2
u˜j . The neutralino-mediated contributions read
{
ddi, d
c
di
}
χ˜0
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
4∑
k=1
MNk
m2
d˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
0
dL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
0
dR
)kji
]{
f
(0)
7
(
xkj
)
, f
(0)
0
(
xkj
)}
, (156)
where xkj = M
2
Nk/m
2
d˜j
. Finally, the Higgs-mediated contributions have the following
expression,
{
ddi , d
c
di
}
H±
= − g
2
2
64π2
3∑
j=1
m2uj
m2W
mdi
M2H±
Im
[
(CH
±
dL
)ji
∗
(CH
±
dR
)ji
]{
f
(0)
9 (xj) , f
(0)
1 (xj)
}
, (157)
where xj = m
2
uj
/M2H±.
Passing to the up quark (C)EDMs, the gluino-mediated contribution is given by
{
dui, d
c
ui
}
g˜
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
1
m2u˜j
Im
[
M3 (Γ
g˜
uL
)ji
∗
(Γg˜uR)ji
] {
f
(0)
4 (xj) , f
(0)
2 (xj)
}
, (158)
where xj = |M3|2/m2u˜j . The chargino-mediated contribution reads
{
dui, d
c
ui
}
χ˜±
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
2∑
k=1
MCk
m2
d˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
±
uL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
±
uR
)kji
]{
f
(0)
6
(
xkj
)
, f
(0)
0
(
xkj
)}
, (159)
where xkj = M
2
Ck/m
2
d˜j
. The neutralino-mediated contribution reads
{
dui, d
c
ui
}
χ˜0
= − 1
32π2
6∑
j=1
4∑
k=1
MNk
m2u˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
0
uL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
0
uR
)kji
]{
f
(8)
0
(
xkj
)
, f
(0)
0
(
xkj
)}
, (160)
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where xkj = M
2
Nk/m
2
u˜j . Finally, the Higgs-mediated contribution is given by
{
dui, d
c
ui
}
H±
= − g
2
2
64π2
3∑
j=1
m2dj
m2W
mui
M2H±
Im
[
(CH
±
dR
)ij(C
H±
dL
)ij
∗
]{
f
(0)
10 (xj) , f
(0)
1 (xj)
}
,(161)
where xj = m
2
dj
/M2H± .
The lepton EDMs receive contributions by the only chargino and neutralino sectors.
The chargino-mediated contribution reads
{dei}χ˜± =
1
32π2
3∑
j=1
2∑
k=1
MCk
m2n˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
±
eL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
±
eR
)kji
]
f
(0)
1
(
xkj
)
, (162)
where xkj = M
2
Ck/m
2
n˜j . The neutralino-mediated contribution is given by
{dei}χ˜0 =
1
32π2
6∑
j=1
4∑
k=1
MNk
m2e˜j
Im
[
(Γχ˜
0
eL
)kji
∗
(Γχ˜
0
eR
)kji
]
f
(0)
0
(
xkj
)
, (163)
where xkj = M
2
Nk/m
2
e˜ j.
E Loop functions for EDM Formulae
The loop functions that appear in Sections 2 and 3 are defined as
f
(0)
0 (x) =
1− x2 + 2x log x
(1− x)3 ,
f
(0)
1 (x) =
3− 4x+ x2 + 2 log x
(1− x)3 ,
f
(1)
0 (x) =
−1− 4x+ 5x2 − 2x(x+ 2) log x
(1− x)4 ,
f
(1)
1 (x) =
−5 + 4x+ x2 − 2(1 + 2x) log x
(1− x)4 ,
f
(2)
0 (x) =
1 + 9x− 9x2 − x3 + 6x(x+ 1) log x
(1− x)5 ,
f
(2)
1 (x) =
2(3− 3x2 + (1 + 4x+ x2) log x)
(1− x)5 ,
f
(3)
0 (x) =
−3− 44x+ 36x2 + 12x3 − x4 − 12x(3x+ 2) log x
3(1− x)6 ,
f
(3)
1 (x) = 2
−10 − 9x+ 18x2 + x3 − 3(1 + 6x+ 3x2) log x
3(1− x)6 , (164)
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and
g
(i)
k (x, y) =
f
(i)
k (x)− f (i)k (y)
x− y (i, k = 0, 1). (165)
In the limit of degenerate arguments, the functions are given as
f
(i)
0 (1) =
{
1
3
, − 1
6
,
1
10
, − 1
15
}
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) ,
f
(i)
1 (1) =
{
−2
3
,
1
6
, − 1
15
,
1
30
}
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) ,
g
(j)
0 (1, 1) =
{
−1
6
,
2
15
}
(j = 0, 1) ,
g
(j)
1 (1, 1) =
{
1
2
, − 1
5
}
(j = 0, 1) . (166)
The following combinations of functions are also used
f
(i)
2 (x) = −
1
6
f
(i)
0 (x) +
3
2
f
(i)
1 (x) ,
f
(i)
3 (x) = −
4
9
f
(i)
0 (x) ,
f
(i)
4 (x) =
8
9
f
(i)
0 (x) ,
f
(i)
5 (x) =
2
3
f
(i)
0 (x)− f (i)1 (x) ,
f
(i)
6 (x) = −
1
3
f
(i)
0 (x) + f
(i)
1 (x) ,
f
(i)
7 (x) = −
1
3
f
(i)
0 (x) ,
f
(i)
8 (x) =
2
3
f
(i)
0 (x) ,
f
(i)
9 (x) = −f (i)0 (x) +
2
3
f
(i)
1 (x) ,
f
(i)
10 (x) = f
(i)
0 (x)−
1
3
f
(i)
1 (x) . (167)
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F Loop functions for Yukawa coupling corrections
The loop functions used in the derivation of non-holomorphic Yukawa couplings are given
by
I3(a, b, c) = −2
(
a log a
(c− a)(a− b) +
b log b
(a− b)(b− c) +
c log c
(b− c)(c− a)
)
,
I4(a, b, c, d) = −6
(
a log a
(a− b)(a− c)(a− d) + 3 cyclic permutations
)
,
I5(a, b, c, d, e) = 12
(
a log a
(a− b)(a− c)(a− d)(a− e) + 4 cyclic permutations
)
. (168)
These functions are normalized as I3(1, 1, 1) = I4(1, 1, 1, 1) = I5(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) = 1.
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